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ABSTRACT 

Ethiopia has been providing free Antiretroviral Treatment (ART) since 2005 for HIV/AIDS 

patients. ART improves survival time and quality of life of HIV patients but ART treatment 

outcomes might be affected by several factors. However, factors affecting treatment 

outcomes are poorly understood in Ethiopia. There are different ways of managing ADR 

case of HIV/AIDS. Knowledge Based System (KBS) is the widely used one with rule-based 

reasoning or case-based reasoning. In this study, a combination of rule based and case based 

reasoning for managing ADR case of HIV/AIDS is proposed. To this end, knowledge is 

extracted using semi-structured interview from domain experts which are selected using 

purposive sampling technique from Debre Birhan Referral Hospital ART dep’t. Relevant 

documents analysis method is also followed to capture explicit knowledge. Then, the 

acquired knowledge is modeled using decision tree that represents concepts and procedures 

involved in managing ADR case of HIV/AIDS and production rule is used to represent the 

domain knowledge.  

The method of combination used is a conditional combination model, which has a controller 

in between RBR and CBR. The knowledge-based system is developed using the integration 

of two programing languages with the interfacing library of JPL. A Prolog programming 

language with a SWI-Prolog tool is used to construct the rule base module, Java 

programming language with eclipse IDE tool is used to develop case base module, controller 

and GUI. In the combined system, it is the RBR that first treat the new query for 

recommending a solution. Otherwise, the query is automatically forwarded to the CBR 

system where the case retrieval module identifies the most related solution using case 

similarity measure.  

The combination of rule-based and case-based reasoning methods has shown a substantial 

improvement with regards to performance over the individual reasoning methods. The 

combined system scores 88.92% overall performance and achieves 87.5% accuracy with an 

average Precision and Recall of 87.5% and 91.67% respectively. The user acceptance testing 

also resulted 90.33% this is a very good acceptance. This shows the system has registered a 

promising result to come up with an applicable system. But, further exploration has to be 

done to refine the knowledge base and boost the advantages of combining RBR with CBR. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. Introduction 

 Background  

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) is a set of symptoms and infections resulting 

from the damage to the human immune system caused by the human immunodeficiency 

virus (HIV) [1]. This condition progressively reduces the effectiveness of the immune 

system and leaves individuals susceptible to opportunistic infections and tumors which is an 

abnormal benign or malignant new growth of tissue that possesses no physiological function 

and arises from uncontrolled usually rapid cellular proliferation.   

The symptoms of AIDS are primarily the result of conditions that do not normally develop 

in individuals with healthy immune systems. Most of these conditions are infections caused 

by bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasites that are normally controlled by the elements of the 

immune system that HIV damages. Opportunistic infections are common in people with 

AIDS. HIV affects nearly every organ system. People with AIDS also have an increased risk 

of developing various cancers such as Kaposi's sarcoma, cervical cancer and cancers of the 

immune system known as lymphomas [2]. 

Most researchers believe that HIV originated in sub-Saharan Africa during the twentieth 

century [3]. HIV is transmitted through direct contact of a mucous membrane or the 

bloodstream with a bodily fluid containing HIV, such as blood, semen, vaginal fluid, 

preseminal fluid, and breast milk [2]. 

Currently, AIDS is now a pandemic [4]. According to global HIV statistics (2015) [5], HIV 

continues to be a major global public health issue. In 2015, an estimated 36.7 million people 

were living with HIV (including 1.8 million children) – a global HIV prevalence of 0.8%. 

The vast majority of this number live in low- and middle- income countries. In the same 

year, 1.1 million people died of AIDS-related illnesses. Since the start of the epidemic, an 

estimated 78 million people have become infected with HIV and 35 million people have died 

of AIDS-related illnesses. An estimated 25.5 million people living with HIV live in sub-

Saharan Africa. The vast majority of them (an estimated 19 million) live in east and southern 

Africa which saw 46% of new HIV infections globally in 2015. Around 40% of all people 

living with HIV do not know that they have the virus. In 2015, there were roughly 2.1 million 
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new HIV infections, 150,000 of which were among children. Most of these children live in 

sub-Saharan Africa and were infected via their HIV-positive mothers during pregnancy, 

childbirth or breastfeeding. 

According to WHO Regional Office for Africa 2014 HIV estimates [6], the national HIV 

prevalence in Ethiopia is 1.14%, indicating the country has more than achieved the 

Millennium Development Goal 6 target of 2.5%. Annual new HIV infections have also 

declined by 90% and AIDS-related deaths by 53% in the last decade (between 2000 and 

2011). Across all the regions, urban areas are more affected than rural ones, and females are 

more affected than males by the HIV epidemic. The 2014 estimated number of people living 

with HIV (PLHIV) was 769,600 with 15,700 new HIV infections and 35,600 AIDS-related 

deaths. 

Current treatment for HIV infection consists of antiretroviral therapy. This has been highly 

beneficial to many HIV-infected individuals since its introduction in 1996 when the protease 

inhibitor-based treatments became available. Current options consist of combinations (or 

"cocktails") consisting of at least three drugs belonging to at least two types, or "classes," of 

antiretroviral agents. Typical regimens consist of two nucleoside analogue reverse 

transcriptase inhibitors (NARTIs or NRTIs) plus either a protease inhibitor or a non-

nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI). As of December 2015, 17 million people 

living with HIV were receiving antiretroviral treatment (ART) - up from 15.8 million in June 

2015 and 7.5 million in 2010. This means that 46% of all adults and 49% of all children 

living with HIV are now accessing ART [5]. Ethiopia has made significant progress to ensure 

universal access to treatment of HIV/AIDS and HIV testing and counseling (HTC) services 

have also expanded with about 9.6 million tests done in 2013/14 alone [6]. 

Since the beginning of 2009 Ethiopian fiscal year (EFY), the Ethiopian government in 

collaboration with its partners has been providing free antiretroviral drugs for all HIV/AIDS 

patients in order to reduce epidemics and improve the quality of life for those living with the 

virus. There were about 897 health facilities that provide ART for 53,553 HIV/AIDS patients 

in 2014/15. [7] 

Mortality has been high, particularly during the first months after initiating ART [8]. While 

evidences have proven that ART improves the survival time and quality of life of HIV 
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patients, several clinical and socio demographic factors contributing to this high mortality 

and poor treatment outcome are not well understood in Ethiopia [9]. 

Health-care organizations must provide competitive services that are valued by patients. One 

of the promising approaches is to integrate computer technology and artificial intelligence 

into health services. In the recent health-care literature, application of knowledge based 

systems (KBSs) has been reported and it has been proved that advanced technology can help 

to improve health service qualities [10]. 

KBS is a sub-field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that works on knowledge-base for effective 

decision making by imitating the behavior of human expert within a well-defined, narrow 

domain of knowledge. It mainly focuses on knowledge and users inference to solve 

problems. Thus, KBSs are more recognized in medical domain due to its ability to reason 

over extensive knowledge-bases and to learn ideas and update its knowledge-base regularly 

[11]. 

KBS has come across a variety of approaches based on the knowledge-representation 

methods and the reasoning strategies applied during implementation. Rule-based reasoning 

(RBR) and case-based reasoning (CBR) are two popular approaches used in knowledge-

based systems [12]. Rules usually represent general knowledge, whereas cases encompass 

knowledge accumulated from specific (specialized) situations [10]. Their integration has 

shown significant improvement on a system than it would have been achieved from a system 

with a single reasoning technique. Examples of integrated systems in, [13] [14] [15] [16] 

testify that the two methods are complement of each other. Rules represent general 

knowledge of the domain, whereas cases specific knowledge. Rule based systems solve 

problems from scratch, while case based systems use pre-stored situations to deal with 

similar new instances. Each method serves to handle limitations of the other. Their 

integration increases the competence of the application in handling very complex and 

various problems and providing accurate solution. Therefore, the integration of both 

approaches are useful. 

Hence, the study were experiment the applicability of Hybrid Approach of Case-Based 

Reasoning and Rule-Based Reasoning for developing a knowledge-based system that could 

assist the domain experts in making consistent clinical decision for PLWHA in Debre Birhan 

Referral Hospital (DBRH). 
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 Statement of the problem 

The underlying research problem that necessitated this research is, Ethiopia is one of the 

countries which is most heavily affected by the HIV epidemic. According to WHO regional 

office for Africa [6] about 769,600 People Living with HIV 15,700 new HIV infections and 

35,600 AIDS-related deaths. This shows that Ethiopia is one of the countries which is most 

heavily affected by the epidemic. In 2014/15, Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia 

ministry of health reported that there were about 897 health facilities that provide ART for 

53,553 HIV/AIDS patients [7]. 

Despite advances in treatment, the occurrence of side effects on People Living with 

HIV/AIDS (PLWHA) are a major problem faced by health-care professionals in DBRH. In 

determining the problems of PLWHA, doctors, nurses, pharmacists and other health-care 

professionals confront with many difficulties: the patients' symptoms are usually unclear and 

difficult to distinguish. Doctors/nurses always have to refer many times and meet with 

regimen switch team1 before making a decision. Consequently, the decision depends not 

only the patients' symptoms but also the doctors'/nurse experiences, because a wrong 

decision means, a wrong treatment and the patient would die.  

Previously in our country patients with HIV are taken ART if their CD4 count are <=350 

cells/microLt [9] [17] but FMOH has identify that setting the base line has some problem, 

most of the patient who starts ART result are unfavorable within the first six-month period. 

A patient with a CD4 count below 200 cells/microLt. is at increased risk of developing life-

threatening opportunistic diseases. To ensure patient safety, treatment must not be delayed 

until CD4 count falls below 200 [18]. FMOH now set guideline start from October 2016, a 

patient who test HIV and got +ve result has to start ART immediately (test and treat policy). 

But after this guideline ratio of PLWHA and professionals who follow them are un 

proportional, professionals exhausted to give the required services (efficient and effective 

treatment and follow-up) for their PLWHA.  

Based on the discussion with domain experts working in the DBRH, among the different 

HIV cases that need antiretroviral therapy: adverse drug reaction/side effects, opportunistic 

infectious diseases, prevention of mother to child transmission, post exposure prophylaxis, 

                                                           
1 A team of Doctors, nurses, and pharmacist that work in ART department in DBRH to decide when 
complicated case face by doctors or nurses related to PLWHA 
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drug interaction, and treatment failures are the most commonly encountered problems. In 

addition to this, Assegid [19] noted that the antiretroviral drug (ARV) medication on some 

people cause severe adverse reaction that impose dose reduction or discontinuation of 

treatment, others side effects that are uncomfortable or annoying and can interfere with their 

daily quality of life.  

HIV/AIDS follow-up services and treatments at various situations demand high level 

experts’ knowledge and practical experience about the particular cases involving HIV 

patients. This in turn requires availability of qualified and experienced manpower at various 

levels, including hospitals, clinics and other health-care centers where HIV/AIDS follow-up 

services and treatments are offered. However, the practical situations in Ethiopia dictate that 

there is a significant shortage of qualified manpower [20]. So, the aim of the proposed system 

is to address the major problems like: -    

 Patients on ART commonly suffer from side effects, and  

 Experts may have different views on the same case which results treatment 

inconsistency due to high complexity, uncertainty, and subjectivity nature of the side 

effects. 

Thus, establishing good follow-up service is a fundamental part of the treatment, care and 

support for PLWHA which is one of the simplest means to help people live longer and more 

productive lives. The majority of PLWHA live in countries where health-care, resources and 

experts are scarce [20]. Hence, DBRH was taken as the research area since the health care 

professionals in the hospital confront with many HIV case problems in providing quality 

service for their patient. In addition, since the ART case are complicated and lead 

professionals for giving inappropriate therapy and in addition to ART case complication 

professionals are also move to other departments (wards) except case manager workers is a 

major problem that encounter to health professionals in giving appropriate therapy to their 

clients. On the other hand, the highly qualified experts who are worked in ART department 

of DBRH with regard to HIV/AIDS are available but currently move to other dep’t are 

available, so that their experience is utmost important to duplicate using KBS so as to use 

by less qualified professional (newly assigned/ new) to manage HIV/AIDS cases in ART 

department of DBRH.   
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In Ethiopia, there are different studies that are conducted to investigate the applicability of 

knowledge based system in supporting medical and other service but some of them uses a 

rule and case based reasoning techniques. For instance, in health area, Anteneh [21] attempt 

to design a prototype knowledge based system for antiretroviral therapy by using rule based 

reasoning technique; Rediet [22] developed a prototype of knowledge based system for HIV 

pretest counseling by using rule based reasoning. A rule-based knowledge-based system is 

based on the general knowledge domain which cannot deal with cases when deviated from 

the general rules [10]. Even though Rule Based Reasoning technique has some advantage in 

developing knowledge based system, it has drawback when it is applied to medical domain. 

The one of the main limitations is that knowledge acquisition process in medical domain is 

challenging and it is difficult to represent in all the knowledge in the form of rule. Alemu 

[23] tired to design a knowledge based system for AIDS resource center by using a case 

based reasoning approach. But his work focuses on the retrieval task of the case based 

reasoning model. 

So, in order to address those problems, this study has attempted to design a knowledge-based 

system using Hybrid Approach by using CBR and RBR that can assist domain experts in 

making consistent clinical decision for those people living with HIV/AIDS. 

As a result, the study were intend to get answers for the following research questions.  

• What are the tacit and explicit knowledge that can be acquired from the data source 

of the selected area? 

• How to design knowledge model and represent the acquired knowledge using 

appropriate knowledge representation technique. 

• How to construct a case structure comprising of relevant attributes that have a direct 

impact on diagnosis and treatment of PLWHA? 

• How to develop a prototype knowledge based system to make clinical decision for 

PLWHA by using hybrid approach (CBR and RBR)? 

• What are the performance of the developed prototype? 
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 Research objectives:  

1.3.1. General Objective  

The general objective of the study is to explore the applicability of Hybrid Approach (Case-

Based Reasoning and Rule-Based Reasoning) for developing a knowledge-based system that 

could assist the domain experts in making consistent clinical decision for PLWHA who start 

ART medication. 

1.3.2. Specific Objectives 

The following are the specific objectives that help to achieve the general objective of the 

study. 

• Acquire the necessary tacit and explicit knowledge from primary and secondary 

sources. 

• Design knowledge model and represent the acquired knowledge using appropriate 

knowledge representation technique.  

• Construct a case structure comprising of relevant attributes that have a direct impact 

on diagnosis and treatment of PLWHA. 

• Build the case base comprising of various HIV/AIDS patients’ cases in order to 

implement the CBR.  

• Develop a prototype knowledge based system to make clinical decision for PLWHA 

by using hybrid approach (CBR and RBR).  

• Evaluate and measure the performance of the prototype system and report the 

findings. 

• Give recommendations based on the findings and to pave the way for further research 

works in the area. 
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 Scope and Limitations of the study 

Even though there are different approaches to design knowledge based system, the study 

focusses on Case-Based Reasoning and Rule-Based Reasoning. The study is limited to 

develop a prototype knowledge based system by using hybrid approach (Case-Based 

Reasoning and Rule-Based Reasoning) that assist the domain experts in making consistent 

clinical decision for PLWHA, and evaluating the performance of the model. The study 

considered domain experts who faced challenges in managing ADR of PLWHA cases. This 

study focusses on side effects of antiretroviral drugs cases and considered for modeling and 

representation in the rule base and case base reasoning, rather than all the HIV cases 

available. This is due to high prevalence of adverse drug reaction (ADR) among HIV-

infected person on antiretroviral therapy [19].  

The task involved in conducting this work were include literature review, problem 

identification, knowledge acquisition, modeling, representation and implementation or 

encoding. The prototype were also integrate case and rule base reasoning. 

Although tacit knowledge about HIV/AIDS are acquired from Internists and medical doctors 

from Debre Birhan Referral Hospital ART dep’t using interviews in order to have detail 

understanding of the domain knowledge.  

 Research Methodology 

In order to achieve general and specific objectives of the study and answer the research 

Questions, the following research methods and procedures were used. 

1.5.1. Literature Review 

Extensive literature reviews from different books, journals articles, thesis and the Internet 

are conducted, so as to have a solid and concrete understanding on principles, techniques 

and tools of knowledge based system with a special emphasis on hybridizing Rule base 

reasoning and case base reasoning. Furthermore, researches that are conducted on 

knowledge based system in medical domain and other related work are reviewed.  
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1.5.2. Methods of knowledge collection  

For this study, explicit2 and tacit3 knowledge are acquired from both codified (documented) 

sources and non-codified (non-documented) sources respectively. Non-codified sources of 

knowledge should be acquired from Internists and medical doctors who work in Debre 

Birhan Referral Hospital ART dep’t by using interview (semi-structured) and critique 

(analyzing) knowledge elicitation methods to filter the acquired knowledge. Similarly, 

codified sources of knowledge such as medical books, training manuals, journal, medical 

articles and historical data of PLWHA on ART were acquired by using document analysis 

technique. 

1.5.3. Methods of Knowledge Representation  

After the knowledge being extracted from codified and non-codified sources, it was model 

using decision tree and rule are represented using production rule which is one of the 

knowledge representation techniques. Decision trees models by constructing a tree based on 

training instances with leaves having class labels is used. These are easy to interpret (can be 

represented as IF-Then rules). Production rules are easy for a human expert to read, 

understand and maintain. Production rules contain simple syntax that is flexible and and are 

reasonably efficient in diagnosing problems of the form: IF (condition), THEN (conclusion). 

According to Singh et al. [24], the reasons for using productions rules for the proposed 

system are because of its ease of encapsulation of knowledge and ease of extensions to the 

knowledge base in the future. 

For designing the case based reasoning, the k-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm and voting 

method are used for retrieval and reuse task respectively. The main reason for using KNN 

algorithm is that it retrieves cases which match fewer or partially with the new case [25] 

based on matching a weighted sum features. The biggest problem here is to determine the 

weights of the features. In general, the use of this method leads to the retrieval time 

increasing linearly with the number of cases. Therefore, this approach is more effective when 

the case-base is relatively small. A typical algorithm for calculating nearest neighbor 

matching is:  

                                                           
2 Sometimes referred to as know-what, and knowledge that can be readily articulated, codified, accessed 
and verbalized. 
3 Sometimes referred to as know-how and kind of knowledge that is difficult to transfer to another person 
by means of writing it down or verbalizing it. 
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Equation 1.5-1: Formula for Nearest-Neighbor algorithms. 

Where: 

 w=weighting of a feature (or slot), 

 sim= similarity function for attributes i in cases fI and fR 

 fI = the values for feature i in the input cases. 

 fR= the values for feature i in the retrieved cases 

 n= number of attributes in each case 

According to Mishra and Sahu [26], KNN algorithm has the advantage of simplicity in 

retrieving relevant cases. A voting method is used for the reuse process. This method is 

tested by Salem et al. [25] on their research for supporting diagnosis of heart diseases and it 

proposes solutions correctly. The revise process is designed by using a way of getting 

domain experts feedback for the proposed solution based on its consequence for the solved 

case. Incremental learning is used to design the retain process of the CBR module. 

1.5.4. Design and Implementation Tool 

There are many programming tools used to develop rule based system. Among this, SWI-

prolog is one of the most powerful declarative programming language in artificial 

intelligence research and most user-friendly tool for knowledge base system development. 

When implementing the solution to a problem instead of specifying how to achieve a certain 

goal in a certain situation, we specify what the situation (rules and fact) and the goal (query) 

and let the prolog interpreter drive the solution for us [27]. Writing a program in Prolog 

means writing facts and rules which together comprise knowledge base. SWI-Prolog is 

license free Prolog compiler [28]. 

Everything in prolog is defined in terms of two things: the fact and the rule. A fact is a 

statement consisting simply of an identifier followed by an n-tuple of constants. The 

identifier is interpreted as the name of a relation and the fact states that the specified n-tuple 

is in the relation and a relation identifier is referred to as a predicate. A fact states that a 

certain tuple of values satisfied a predicate unconditionally. On the other hand, a rule in 
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prolog is a statement which gives conditions under which record satisfy a prediction [27], 

and for Case base recommender system jCOLIBRI framework was used since it is most 

appropriate programming tool and based on the following capabilities [29]. 

 jCOLIBRI is extensible, reusable, and used by different types of users and for 

different purposes, compatible with commercial applications, just a .jar file, it is 

suitable for web applications, and user friendly than others and it works well in 

external database such as plain texts. 

 Suitable for developing large scale applications. 

Java eclipse IDE Version: 3.7.0 with JDK 8.0 is also used to develop a user interface, 

integration of CBR and RBR also done by using this software. Finally, the prototype were 

built and extensively tested and evaluated to make sure whether the system is accepted by 

the end-users and the performance of the system is accurate.  

1.5.5. Testing and Evaluation ` 

To meet the established objectives of this study, the prototype system were extensively tested 

and evaluated including both performance of the prototype system and issues of user’s 

acceptance. The correct and incorrect results are classified by comparing decisions made by 

the domain experts on the cases of patients and with the prototype system 

conclusions/recommendation. The performance comparison parameters such as sensitivity, 

specificity, precision, recall and F-measure were used to measure the accuracy of the 

prototype system. Issues of user’s acceptance testing were also be done to see the quality of 

advice and to access to what extent the KBS satisfies the domain experts. 

 Significance of the study  

Knowledge based system try to solve problem in a human expert like fashion by using 

knowledge of application (expert) and problem-solving technique. Thus, the study can 

benefit the country and the society by supporting activities which can be conducted to 

improve HIV/ADIS Prevention and Treatment. 

The study can help health professionals and other member’s or health institutions.  Some of 

them are as follows:  
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• The output of this research could apply in DBRH in order to improve the limitations 

of the professionals who make clinical decision and provide effective support to 

HIV/AIDS patient. 

• The system might provide timely, complete, consistent and relevant information 

concerning support, treatment and follow-up of HIV/AIDS patient cases. 

• This study can build a prototype knowledge based system to make clinical decision 

for PLWHA by using hybrid approach (CBR and RBR). 

• This study can give hands on experience for the researcher for understanding studies 

in the future in the context of our country. 

 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized in to six chapters. The first chapter present background information 

about HIV/ADIS, knowledge based system, statement of the problem, objective of the study, 

scope of the study and the methodology employed in the study. The second chapter deal with 

the literature review which discuss about HIV/ADIS, artificial intelligence, knowledge based 

system, and Knowledge based reasoning techniques. This chapter also discusses about the 

evaluation technique for Hybrid reasoning system (CBR and RBR). Reviews on related 

research work in health are included in the chapter.  

Chapter three deal with knowledge acquisition, modeling knowledge of domain experts 

using decision tree and representation was presented. And discusses about how the required 

knowledge is collected from HIV/ADIS patient history cases, domain experts and other 

relevant documents. It presents models that show what things are considered in the 

HIV/ADIS patient case management.  

Chapter four was devoted to the discussion of the implementation, testing and evaluation of 

the system. Chapter five gives final conclusions and forward recommendations for future 

studies.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. Literature review 

 Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV)  

HIV is a virus spread through certain body fluids that attacks the body’s immune system, 

specifically the CD4 cells, often called T cells. Over time, HIV can destroy so many of these 

cells that the body can’t fight off infections and disease. These special cells help the immune 

system fight off infections. Untreated, HIV reduces the number of CD4 cells (T cells) in the 

body. This damage to the immune system makes it harder and harder for the body to fight 

off infections and some other diseases. Since its recognition, HIV has infected close to 78 

million people, and more than 35 million have died due to Acquired Immunodeficiency 

Syndrome (AIDS) worldwide [5].   

There were 36.7 million people living with HIV in 2015, up from 33.3 million in 2010, the 

result of continuing new infections, people living longer with HIV, and general population 

growth. Global prevalence (the percent of people ages 15-49 who are infected) has leveled 

since 2001 and was 0.8% in 2015. 1.1 million People died of AIDS in 2015, a 45% decrease 

since its peak in 2005. Deaths have declined due in part to antiretroviral treatment (ART) 

scale-up. HIV remains a leading cause of death worldwide and the number one cause of 

death in Africa [5]. 

There were about 2.1 million new infections in 2015 approximately 5,700 new infections 

per day globally. While there have been significant declines in new infections since the mid-

1990s, new infections among adults have failed to decline over the past 5 years and incidence 

is rising in some regions [5].  

Ethiopia is one of the countries that hardly hit by HIV/AIDS epidemic in the Sub Saharan 

Africa. According to WHO Regional Office for Africa [6], more than 753,100 people are 

living with HIV in Ethiopia with a declining national HIV prevalence in 2011 it was 

estimated to be 2.1% in 2011 to 1.3% in 2013 [30]; urban are more affected than rural areas 

while females are twice affected than male population with HIV. Recent figures show that 

HIV infection has significantly decreased over the years in the country. Antenatal 

surveillance data on HIV prevalence among 15 - 24-year-old pregnant women has 
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significantly reduced to 2.1% in 2012 from 12.4% in 2001 (suggesting a decline of recent 

infection - HIV incidence). 

According to Ethiopian HIV/AIDS Prevention and Control Office (HAPCO) [31], over 

70,000 people died of AIDS in 2010. By 2015, the death rate had fallen by 70%. Even though 

the country has made remarkable achievements in the last five years there are still major 

gaps which need attention. According to the report, only 20% of HIV positive children are 

taking antiretroviral.  

To minimize the above risks, the country should make much effort on individual, family, 

community, institutional, regional and national levels to provide preventive, treatment, care 

and support for person living with HIV/AIDS.   

2.1.1. The Challenges of Person Living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA)   

Studies show that PLWHA confront major challenges like co-infections, ARV side effects, 

stigmatization, and economy in their life. They have low immune system, often some 

patients think their ARV drugs are enough to protect them and some patients stop taking 

drugs when they feel healthy, some do not keep to medical appointments and only visit the 

hospital when they are critically ill. Some take traditional treatment alongside with ARV 

drugs. ARV drugs are also known for some side effects ranging from Lack of appetite, 

diarrhea, cough, loss of weight, vomiting, nausea, and liver problems are common after 

initiating treatment. HIV-related stigma can negatively impact social relationships, access to 

resources, social support provision and the psychological wellbeing of PLWHA. As a 

consequence, PLWHA faced not only the physical and psychological consequences of their 

infection; they are also suffered with stigmatizing reactions from others [32].   

Although many PLWHA may want to know more about information related to HIV virus, 

the stigma attached to the individual, lack of clarity and transparency from them, faced 

trouble in getting the services provided by different agencies. As result, lack of access to this 

information was hindering from effective utilization of the existing continuum of care, 

support and treatment services. Due to fear of stigma and lack of transparency with PLWHA 

leads difficulty in getting appropriate services. For instance, they can’t visit regularly Health 

facilities when they face different challenge related to drug and other issues.  
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Voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) center, which constitutes an important part of the 

continuum of care and support services, particular provided by a number of indigenous and 

international non-governmental organizations (NGOs).   

However, care, support, adherence, comprehensive and specialized medical services for 

PLWHA to prolong and improve quality of life was emphasized. Besides, clarity and 

transparency having to tell others they are HIV-positive, can make easy for them to ask 

questions or get the information they need.   

2.1.2. Care, Support and Follow Up of PLWHA  

Care and support are the main issues for those PLWHA for the well-being of others and 

themselves. They all need support to relieve the challenges of illness. However, much 

research indicates that, until recently, HIV prevention efforts in most countries, including 

Ethiopia, are focused primarily on encouraging the majority of people, those not at risk, to 

engage in safe sex practices [33].   

This has meant that people who know they are HIV positive have been largely ignored 

regarding prevention efforts in the HIV epidemic. Soon after, it has been recognized that 

there are a lot of people affected by the virus despite HIV prevention strategies focused on 

promoting people to engage in safe sex. In order to be successful, the strategies of HIV policy 

program efforts also have to target PLWHA.   

Ethiopia is one of the seriously affected countries in sub Saharan Africa. With more than 

753,100 people living with HIV and an estimated 286,258 people requiring treatment, as 

result of this, the government of Ethiopia has taken measures to reduce loss of life due to 

HIV and mitigate the impact of the epidemic on society [18].  Thus, providing high-quality 

and comprehensive interventions for social mobilization as well as HIV/AIDS prevention, 

treatment, care and support are challenging task requiring cooperation among a wide range 

of stakeholders at different levels of the health-care system [18].  

In response to the epidemic, the government of Ethiopia issued an HIV/AIDS policy in 1998. 

It subsequently established HAPCO and the National AIDS Council, and took several steps 

to prevent further disease spread, and to increase accessibility to HIV/AIDS care, treatment 

and support for persons living with HIV/AIDS. In July 2003, the government adopted the 

policy of ARV drug supply and use, paving the way for additional initiatives that facilitate 
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access to free and low-cost ARVs. In October 2016, the government launched the test and 

treat initiative [18].The expected continued increase in HIV/AIDS patient load throughout 

the  country, resulting difficult challenges for existing health-care providers for  rapid scale-

up and intensive follow-up of patients on treatment.   

On behave of this, the government of Ethiopia took further  steps in increasing accessibility 

to HIV care, treatment and support for persons living with HIV by establishing appropriate 

national consultation services to address problems faced by health-care providers in their 

working clinics or hospitals and by discussing with private health facilities the government 

provide free ARV drug. 

2.1.3. HIV/AIDS Treatment as Prevention   

Treatment as prevention (TasP) refers to HIV prevention methods and programs that use 

antiretroviral treatment (ART) to decrease the risk of HIV transmission. When adhered to 

consistently, ART can reduce the HIV viral load in an individual’s blood, semen, vaginal 

fluid and rectal fluid to such a low level that blood tests can’t detect it. This is described as 

an 'undetectable' viral load or viral suppression. In these circumstances, as long as someone’s 

viral load remains undetectable, their health was not be affected by HIV and they cannot 

transmit HIV to others [34]. 

Such kind of prevention methods are used to reduce the risk of HIV from one person to 

another for example from an HIV positive pregnant woman to her unborn baby. It is also 

used to prevent HIV infection from being established in someone who has recently been 

exposed to the virus - like health-care worker who has received a needle stick injury.  

As of 2016, Ethiopia adopted a ‘test and treat’ approach, which initiates anyone testing 

positive for HIV on treatment regardless of their CD4 count. Therefore, treatment as 

prevention already works in the case of prevention of mother to child transmission 

(PMTCT), Vaginal and Rectal Microbicides, Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP), and Pre-

exposure prophylaxis (PrEP).  

2.1.4. HIV/AIDS Treatment (Antiretroviral Therapy)  

Antiretroviral therapy (ART) is the use of HIV medicines to treat HIV infection. People on 

ART take a combination of HIV medicines (called an HIV regimen) every day. ART is 

recommended for everyone infected with HIV. ART can’t cure HIV, but HIV medicines 
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help people with HIV live longer, healthier lives. ART also reduces the risk of HIV 

transmission. Lucia P. and Stefano V. [35] stated that the advent of Highly Active 

Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART) has dramatically transformed the treatment of HIV 

infection from a fatal disease to a chronic illness, similar to other diseases like diabetes and 

hypertension.  

ARVs directly attack HIV. This enables the immune system to continue functioning and to 

overcome most opportunistic infections. Antiretroviral (ARV) HIV drugs are classified into 

six drug classes based on how each drug interferes with the HIV life cycle. These six classes 

include the nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs), non-nucleoside reverse 

transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs), protease inhibitors (PIs), fusion and entry inhibitors, 

pharmacokinetic enhancers, and integrase strand transfer inhibitors (INSTIs) [34].  

There are over 20 ARVs in six different classes, defined according to the method by which 

they attack the virus. A single ARV cannot suppress the virus effectively, most doctors 

prescribe three or more ARVs from two different classes. This is known as combination 

therapy, or antiretroviral therapy (ART); when several drugs are taken, it may be known as 

HAART [36]. 

With the advent of this ARV therapy, survival and quality of life have improved 

significantly. ARV therapy has also dramatically decreased mother-to-child transmission 

rates, as well as occupational transmission. However, ARV therapy, specifically HAART, 

has introduced a number of complications previously unseen in pre-HAART patients [37]. 

Complex interplay among adverse reactions (ranging from minor to life threatening), factors 

that affect adherence, and temperamental drug interactions make ARV therapy an art 

strongly rooted in science. Thus, the challenge is for every health-care professional, 

especially pharmacists, for contributions to optimize the care of these patients. Likewise, 

Luan et al [38] state that “…Treatment decision–making for most diseases, including 

HIV/AIDS is currently both partially art and partially science due to the uncertainties, 

imprecision, and subjectivities involved.”    

Despite advances in HIV treatment and reductions of mortality rate due to the advent of 

HAART, the number of PLWHA become increases as more ART users are eligible. This in 

turn creates workload for health worker in managing side effects of medication associated 

with HAART such as drug interactions, adverse drug reaction and treatment failures, and 
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infected with opportunistic infection diseases are often complicated to manage by health-

care providers.   

Therefore, health-care providers involved with HIV care must remain up-to-date with new 

information on drug interactions, side effects and cause of treatment for those HIV patients 

because no regimen was effective if the patient does not take it properly. So, adherence to 

ARV therapy is one of the most important predictors of treatment efficacy.   

2.1.4.1. Adherence to ARV Care   

Adherence to ARV care is a key issue to be considered in any ART program. Adherence is 

taking the correct dose of medications, on schedule, and following dietary instructions. Poor 

adherence is linked to the development of drug resistance, higher mortality rates, lower rates 

of increase in CD4 cell count, lower rates of undetectable viral load, lower therapeutic 

success and increased hospital days [39].  

Luan et al [38] explained that adherence is an important factor in antiretroviral therapy. 

Without adequate adherence, antiretroviral drugs were not maintained at sufficient 

concentrations to suppress HIV replication and lower the plasma viral load. In addition to 

being associated with inferior short term virological response, poor adherence accelerates 

development of drug resistance. In order to achieve desirable treatment result, at least 95% 

adherence is required. Adherence is a very complicated issue involving many factors so that 

before prescribing a regimen, the clinician must consider the likelihood that the patient was 

adhere to the dosage schedule (total number of pills taken per day and dosing frequency) 

[38]. Moreover, successful HIV treatment requires strict adherence to antiretroviral therapy 

therefore interventions to improve and maintain adherence to treatment are essential. One 

way to help improve treatment adherence is a strong initial counseling at entry and 

continuous counseling at follow up visits. Whether adequate adherence or not, drug 

interaction, adverse drug reaction and even treatment failure associated to ARV are common 

to HIV/AIDS patients. Thus, managing such difficult events of HIV patients properly also 

help them to prolong and improve their health condition.  

2.1.4.2. Drug Interaction  

HIV medicines can interact with other HIV medicines in an HIV regimen. They can also 

interact with other medicines, vitamins, nutritional supplements, and herbal products. A drug 
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interaction can reduce or increase a medicine's effect on the body. Drug interactions can also 

cause unwanted side effects. Sometimes interactions between an ARV and another drug 

(whether another ARV or a different type of medication) may result in an increase or a 

decrease in the serum levels of either the ARV or the interacting drug, potentially changing 

the effectiveness or the toxicity risk of substrate drugs, but that drugs may helpful for that 

disease. Understanding drug-drug interactions is challenging because of several factors, 

including the following [34]: 

 Patients taking ARVs often have complex drug regimens. Patients typically are 

taking three or more medications that could influence interactions. 

 Some drug interactions involve effects on absorption or drug availability rather than 

metabolism. For example, the PI atazanavir and the NNRTI rilpivirine require gastric 

acidity for absorption 

 Other influences on medication activity include food-drug interactions, protein 

binding, and altered intercellular activation of medications. 

2.1.4.3. Adverse Drug Reactions /Managing Side Effects  

An ADR is defined as an appreciably harmful or unpleasant reaction, resulting from an 

intervention related to the use of ART, which predicts hazard from future administration and 

warrants prevention or specific treatment, or alteration of the dosage regimen, or withdrawal 

of the product. ADRs have been one of the most important limiting factors to the success of 

HAART because they are responsible for new co-morbidities noticeable by the patients or 

their families and may result in decreased adherence to treatment which consequently might 

lead to virological failure and poor prognosis. Adverse drug reactions are common, ranging 

from mild to life-threatening conditions. They usually occur within the first 6-12 weeks but 

metabolic toxicities happen following prolonged use of ARVs. ADRs due to continuous 

exposure to antiretroviral drugs leave the caregiver with few options: decreasing the dosage 

of antiretroviral drugs thus compromising efficacy, withdrawing the offending drug and 

substituting it with another drug, or symptomatically treating the ADR. However, 

substituting the offending drug by the caregiver is difficult especially in resource limited 

settings because most HAART regimens exist as fixed dose combinations (FDC) of different 

drugs most of which are first line drugs with high toxicity profiles. 
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In Ethiopia, research has been conducted to assess the magnitude of ADR on the HIV patient 

who has taken anti-HIV medication. Assegid [19] explained that the frequency of ADRs 

among patients who were on ARV drugs was found out to be 24% of the total population 

under taken for the study.   

Serious and life-threatening adverse events associated with HAART are common and more 

likely to occur as AIDS-defining events. Such adverse event should be managed and treated 

properly so as to improve the health conditions of the patients [34].  

2.1.4.4. Treating an Adverse Drug Reaction  

Several factors were considered in treating adverse reactions, such as comorbid conditions, 

the patient's other current medications, the availability of alternative regimens, and the 

patient's history of medication, stage of HIV, co-administration of other drugs, co-existing 

infection or opportunistic infections and chronic illness [34]. In addition, the patient's report 

of severity can be investigated in both the clinical and laboratory interpretation because some 

patients may report overemphasizes symptoms, whereas others underemphasize symptoms). 

These are important input parameter that must be considered when determining the drug 

adverse reactions associated with ARV.  

2.1.4.5. Opportunistic Infections (OIs) Diseases Associated with ARV  

Opportunistic infections are the predominant causes of morbidity and mortality among HIV-

infected patients. Main areas affected are the nervous, gastro-intestinal and respiratory 

systems, and the skin. The level of immunity determines the occurrence and type of 

opportunistic infections. In general milder infections, such as herpes zoster and other skin 

infections, occur early whereas serious life-threatening infections such as CNS 

toxoplasmosis and cryptococcal meningitis occur later with severe immunity. Some life-

threatening infections, such as pneumonia and TB, may occur early as well as later. When 

TB occurs later it is atypical, more disseminated and more extra pulmonary [34]. Treatment 

of OIs entails administration of different drugs, therefore drug interactions, toxicities, and 

overlap toxicities should always be addressed, especially in patients already on ART and/or 

TB DOTS. 
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 Overview of Knowledge-Base System 

The concept of knowledge-based systems is derived from the field of Artificial intelligence 

(AI) [40]. AI intends understanding of human intelligence and building of computer 

programs that are capable of simulating or acting one or more of intelligent behaviors. 

Intelligent behaviors include cognitive skills like thinking, problem solving, learning, 

understanding, emotions, consciousness, intuition and creativity, language capacity, etc. 

These days some of the behaviors such as problem solving, learning and understanding are 

handled by computer programs [14] [41]. 

Computer systems that try to solve problems in a human expert of the area by using 

knowledge about the application domain and problem-solving techniques are known as 

Knowledge based system [40] [14]. As stated by Khandelwal [40], the goal of the design of 

the knowledge-based system is to encapsulate tacit and explicit knowledge in a particular 

area and code this in a computer in a way that the knowledge of the expert is accessible to 

novice users. Azeb [14]noted that, human experts use the knowledge they have about the 

domain and techniques that lead how to use the knowledge to solve problems. Knowledge 

based expert systems also designed and developed to handle problems in the same way. They 

represent the knowledge about the domain area and they use one or more techniques that 

guides how to use the knowledge to solve problems. 

According to Sharma & Khandelwal [40] a knowledge base system has the following 

characteristics. 

I. It provides the high-quality performance which solves complex problems in a domain 

as good as or better than human experts. 

II. This System possesses vast quantities of domain specific knowledge to the minute 

details. 

III. Knowledge-based systems reduce the search area for a solution by applying 

heuristics to guide the reasoning. 

IV. Explanation capability of such systems enables it to review its own reasoning and 

describe its assessments. 

V. This system can advise, modify, update, expand and deals with uncertain and 

irrelevant data. 
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2.2.1. Architecture of Knowledge Based System 

The KBS consists of a Knowledge Base and a search program called Inference Engine (IE). 

The IE is a software program, which infers the knowledge available in the knowledge base. 

The knowledge base can be used as a repository of knowledge in various forms. This may 

include an empty Workspace to store temporary results and information/knowledge 

pieces/chunks. As an expert’s power lies in his explanation and reasoning capabilities, the 

expert system’s creditability also depends on the Explanation and Reasoning of the decision 

made/suggested by the system. Also, human beings have an ability to learn new things and 

forget the unused knowledge from their minds. Simulation of such learning is essential 

component of KBS. The life of KBS may vary according to the degree of such simulation. 

KBS may be either manually updated (manual update) or automatically updated by machine 

(machine learning). Ideally, the basic frame of a KBS rarely needs to be modified. In addition 

to all these, there should be an appropriate User Interface, which may have the Natural 

Language Processing facility. These components are shown in Figure 2-1. 

Explanation /
reasoning 

Knowledge base

Inference engine

Self learning

User interface
 

Figure 2-1: Architecture of a Knowledge-Based System adopted from [42] 

2.2.2. Knowledge based reasoning methods   

There are a number of knowledge based reasoning methods. The well-known reasoning 

approaches are ontology based reasoning, semantic network, neural network, fuzzy logic, 

case based reasoning and rule based reasoning. For the purpose of this research work case 

based reasoning and rule based reasoning approach are discusses as follows 
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2.2.2.1. Case Based Reasoning  

Case-based reasoning (CBR) means ―adapting old solutions to meet new demands, using 

old cases to account for new situations, using old cases to evaluate new solutions, or 

reasoning from precedents to interpret a new situation [43].  

CBR is more comfortable to make better decision in dynamically changing environment. 

People learn from their success and wrong activities to handle similar situations in the right 

manner and not to repeat their mistake of the past. CBR approach is more compatible to 

reuse previously solved problems and learning from experiences for future decision [14]. 

Similarly, CBR is an approach to incremental learning. Once a problem has been solved, 

CBR approaches use the solution to solve for future problems [44].  

I. Cases  

In CBR terminology cases are usually denotes a problem situation. A case can be defined as 

previously experienced situation which has been captured and learnt, is referred to as a past 

case, previous case, stored case or retained case. Note that the term problem solving is used 

with common practice in the area of knowledge-based systems. This means that problem 

solving is not necessarily the finding of a concrete solution to an application problem, it may 

be any problem put forth by the user [44].Therefore, and cases have three different aspects 

namely situation, solution, outcome. this can be described as follows.  

 Situation/ problem description: describes specific circumstances, the state of 

a situation and state of the environment when this case is recorded.  

 Solution: provide how the problem described was solved or treated in a 

particular instance.  

 Outcome: describe the final result, consequence and feedback gained from 

the proposed solution.  

According to Shiu and Pal [45] Case-based reasoning mechanism requires the following 

primary activities  

 Index assignment: Characterizes the given problem by assigning the 

appropriate attribute that describe the features of the case.  

 Retrieval: Retrieves the relevant case from the case library.  
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 Explanation: Explains the deficiencies of the retrieved case by making a 

comparison of the differences between this case and the input problem. The 

explanation involves two aspects, i.e., which features are unsatisfactory and 

require modification and how to modify these features so as to satisfy new 

conditions.  

 Modification: Modifies the retrieved case to conform to new situations 

according to the result of explanation.  

 Store/adapt: Saves the modified case as a new case into the case library. The 

case libraries are incrementally expanded as the numbers of cases increase.  

II. Case based reasoning life cycle 

Case based reasoning life cycle incorporate four major components that make the reasoning 

mechanism successful. These are retrieval, reuse, revise and retain. The CBR life cycle is 

illustrated in figure 2-2. Retrieval is the task that involves retrieving a case from the 

collection of previously solved cases. The retrieved case is combined with the new case for 

later reuse into a solved case. Revise is a process that tests the success of a solution by 

applying into a real-world environment, if repair is failed. When useful experience is retained 

the case is updated by a new learned case [44]. 

Cased based reasoning process generally involves both determining the differences between 

the retrieved cases and the current query case. It also involves modifying the retrieved 

solution to appropriately reflect these differences [45].  
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Figure 2-2: case based reasoning cycle [44] 

III. Advantage of case based reasoning  

A case based reasoning approach has tremendous advantages in the development of 

knowledge based system. The following are main the advantages of case-based reasoning 

[12], [45].  

 Ability to express specialized knowledge: This feature of cases among other 

advantages circumvents interpretation problems suffered by rules (due to 

their generality). 

 Naturalness of representation: Cases are a simple knowledge representation 

method and very comprehensible to the user. 

 Modularity: Each case is a discrete, independent knowledge unit that can be 

inserted into or removed from the case base, without any problem.  

 Easy knowledge acquisition: Knowledge acquisition in case-based 

representations is not usually a problem, due to the fact that in most 

application domains cases are available.  

 Self-updatability: Knowledge in the form of new cases faced during real-time 

operation can be incorporated into the case base extending the effectiveness 
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of the system. This self-updatability also facilitates the maintenance of the 

case base.  

 Handling unexpected or missing inputs: A case-based system can handle 

unexpected cases not recorded in the system or missing input values by 

assessing their similarity to stored cases and reusing relevant cases. The self-

updatability of the system enhances handling of unexpected cases. 

 Inference efficiency: Adapting preexisting cases to handle new problems is 

usually more efficient than having to solve a problem from scratch as in rule 

based systems. 

IV. Disadvantage of case based reasoning  

Even though case based reasoning approaches have a number of advantages, But due to lack 

of sufficient cases, the construction and inference mechanism of a case-based system loss 

the required objective. Some of the limitation issues in case-based reasoning are [12]:  

 Inability to express general knowledge: Cases, by nature, express specialized 

knowledge. So, they cannot express general knowledge. This is a 

disadvantage compared to rule-based systems.  

 Knowledge acquisition problems: The lack of a sufficient amount of cases 

hinders the construction and inference process of a case-based system. 

Insufficient adaptation knowledge compromises the effectiveness of the 

overall system. 

 Inference efficiency problems: Efficiency problems involve two main 

aspects: case retrieval and adaptation. Degradation of the time efficiency of 

case retrieval is associated with the utility problem, a problem occurring in 

learners when knowledge learned in an attempt to improve a system’s 

performance degrades performance instead. 

 Provision of explanations: Some kind of explanations can be provided for the 

reached conclusions, but not in a straightforward manner as in rule-based 

systems. It is difficult to explain all reasoning steps.  

2.2.2.2. Rule Based Reasoning  

Rule based reasoning (RBR) is a system whose knowledge representation contains a set of 

rules and facts [12].  
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Symbolic rules are one of the most popular knowledge representation and reasoning 

methods. This popularity is mainly due their naturalness, which facilitates comprehension 

of the represented knowledge. The basic forms of a rule, if<condition> then <conclusion> 

where <condition> represents premises and <conclusion> represents associated action for 

the premises.  

The condition of rules is connected between each other with logical connectives such as, 

AND, OR, NOT, etc., thus forming a logical function. When sufficient conditions of a rule 

are satisfied, then the conclusion is derived and the rule is said to be fired. Rule based 

reasoning was dominantly applied to represent general knowledge. Rule based expert 

systems have a significant role in many different domain areas such as computer 

maintenance, medical diagnosis, electronic troubleshooting and data interpretations. A 

typical rule based system consists of a list of rules, a cluster of facts and an interpreter [12].   

V. Rules  

The term rules represent what to do or not to do while certain conditions are satisfied. 

Similarly, domain knowledge is represented by a set of rules [46]. The general form of rules 

based system can be illustrated as follows [47].  

IF  

First premise, and  

Second premise, and  

...  

THEN  

Conclusion  

The IF side of the rule is referred to as the left-hand side (LHS) and the THEN side of the 

rules referred to as the right-hand side (RHS). This is semantically the same as a Prolog rule:  

Conclusion: -  

First_premise,  

Second_premise …  

Note that this is confusing since the syntax of Prolog rely on THEN IF, and the normal RHS 

and LHS appear on opposite sides. Antecedents are evaluated based on what is currently 

known about the problem being solved.  
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This mean if all antecedents (premise) of the rule evaluated is true, the actions in the 

consequents part is executed. Each antecedent of a rule typically checks if the particular 

problem instance satisfies certain conditions. When the consequents of the rules are 

executed, the rule is said to be fired [48].  

Main components of RBR are shown in Figure 2-3. Given an input problem, applicable rules 

are first found by matching against the rules of the knowledge base; then, intermediate results 

are generated by the chosen inference mechanism (such as forward or backward chaining), 

and the process is repeated till the desired solution state is reached. According to [49] the 

chosen inference mechanism (forward and/or backward chaining) determines whether the 

antecedents (forward) or the consequents (backward) of the rules in the knowledge base are 

used for matching and whether the desired solution state is the attainment of a particular 

conclusion (forward) or the determination of the existence of certain data (backward). The 

knowledge base contains the domain knowledge pertinent to the problem, and the solution 

is, in general, found by incrementally exploring the rule graph formed by the rules in the 

knowledge base. 

 

Figure 2-3: Rule Based Reasoning system components and processes [49] 
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VI. Rule Based Reasoning Techniques  

There are two main inference methods in rule based reasoning mechanism. These are 

backward chaining and forward chaining. The former is guided by the goals (conclusions), 

whereas the latter one is guided by the given facts [12].  

A. Forward chaining  

During forward chaining, the inference engines first predetermine the criterion and the next 

steps are to add the criterion one at a time, until the entire chain has been trained. With data 

driven control, facts in the system are represented in a working memory which is continually 

updated.  

Rules in the system represent possible actions to take when specified conditions hold items 

in the working memory. The conditions are usually patterns that must match with the items 

in the working memory. In forward chaining, actions are usually involves adding or deleting 

items from the working memory. Interpreter of the inference engine controls the application 

of the rules, given the working memory. The system first check to find all the rules whose 

condition holds true [48] [50]. Both data driven and goal driven chaining method follows the 

same procedures. However, the difference lies on the inference process. The system keeps 

track of the current state of problem solution and looks for rules. This cycle were repeated 

until no rules fire or the specified goal state is satisfied [47].  

Insert information in 
the working memory 

Check next rule

Display conclusion 
to user

Add conclusion to 
working memory

Check rule

Stop 

Premises match the 
working memory

Rule remain 

 

Figure 2-4: Forward Chaining Inference Processes, adopted from [48] 
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B. Backward chaining  

This strategy focuses its effort by only considering rules that are applicable to the particular 

goal.  

It is similar with forward chaining the difference is it receives the problem description as a 

set of conclusions instead of conditions and tries to find the premises that cause the 

conclusion. Given a goal state and then the system try to prove if the goal matches with the 

initial facts. When a match is found goal is succeeded. But, if it doesn't then the inference 

engine start to check the next rules whose conclusions (previously referred to as actions) 

match with the given fact. Note that a backward chaining system does not need to update a 

working memory instead it keeps track of what goal is needed to prove its main hypothesis. 

Goal driven control is commonly known as top-down or backward chaining [47] [48] [51].           

C.   Forward Vs Backward Reasoning  

According to Freeman-Hargis [48], both forward chaining and backward chaining have 

similar function. But, the difference occurs due to the data structure of knowledge based 

system. The following point give us a clear ideas how and when to apply each reasoning 

mechanisms.  

 Whether you use forward or backwards reasoning to solve a problem, it 

depends on the properties of your rule set and initial facts.  

 Sometimes, if you have particular goal (to test some hypothesis), then 

backward chaining is more efficient, as you avoid drawing a conclusions 

from irrelevant facts.  

 Sometimes backward chaining can be very wasteful - there may be many 

possible ways of proving the hypothesis, and it may require checking almost 

all of the rules before you find one that works.  

 When you have a small set of initial facts; and when there is lots of different 

rules which allow you to draw the same conclusion, it is better to use forward 

chaining.  

 Backward chaining may be better if you are trying to prove a single fact, 

given a large set of initial facts. Because if you used forward chaining lots of 

rules would be eligible to fire in any cycle.  
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VII. Advantage of rule based reasoning   

Rule based reasoning approach have a number of good features. According to Jim 

Prentzas [12], the major advantages of rule based reasoning in the development of 

knowledge based system are:  

 Compact representation of general knowledge. Rules can easily represent 

general knowledge about a problem domain.  

 Homogeneity. Rule based representation has uniform syntax. Hence, the 

meaning and interpretation of each rule can be easily analyzed.  

 Independent. In rule based knowledge representation a new rule can be added 

without affecting the existing rules. Each rule is an independent piece of 

knowledge about the problem domain.  

 Naturalness of representation. Rules are a very natural knowledge 

representation method with a high level of comprehensibility. Rules can 

emulate the expert’s way of thinking in natural expression.  

 Modularity. Each rule is a discrete knowledge unit that can be inserted into 

or removed from the knowledge base without taking care of any other 

technical detail. These characteristic grants flexibility of rule-based 

reasoning. Because it enables incremental development of the knowledge 

base.  

 Provision of explanations. The ability to provide explanations for the derived 

conclusions is a straightforward manner. This feature of symbolic rules is a 

direct consequence of their naturalness and modularity.  

VIII. Disadvantage of rule based reasoning  

As rule based reasoning of prototype knowledge based system has many advantages. 

But, it has the following limitations [46].  

 Knowledge acquisition bottleneck- The standard way of acquiring knowledge 

through interviews with domain experts is bulky and time-consuming.  

 Brittleness/fragility of rules- It is not possible to draw conclusions from rules 

when there are missing values in the input data.  
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 Inference efficiency problems- In certain cases the performance of the 

inference engine is not the desired one especially when the rules are too large.  

 Difficulty in maintenance of large rules- The maintenance of rule bases is 

getting a difficult process as the size of the rules increases.  

 Interpretation problems- The general nature of rules may create problems in 

the interpretation of their scope during reasoning process.  

2.2.2.3. Comparison of Rule-based and Case-based Reasoning 

As we discussed above, the advantages and disadvantages of the two reasoning techniques 

and the complementary nature of the reasoning motivate us to integrate/hybridize them. 

The ultimate aim of artificial intelligence discipline is to develop systems that exhibit human 

like, or better intelligence. Most of current knowledge based systems represent some aspects 

of human beings’ intelligence. Azeb [14] on her work discussed about the integration of two 

or more knowledge based techniques brings a better performance of intelligence than it 

would have been gained from one technique. 

On the other hand, Marling and Rissland [52] and Prentzas and Hatzilygeroudis [46] 

described that, the reasoning power of a knowledge based system depends on the explicit 

representation and use of different kinds of knowledge about the domain. There is no one 

way of knowledge representation that can represent the domain knowledge as it is in the 

reality. The more knowledge based techniques are integrated, the more the domain 

knowledge is represented, which creates the more efficient system [14]. 

Case based reasoning and rule based reasoning techniques are two alternative ways of 

problem solving in clinical decision. Their knowledge representation and reasoning methods 

are naturally alternatives. Below is presented a comparison of them based on their 

knowledge representation and problem-solving capability. 

Cases represent knowledge that is accumulated from specific situations whereas rules 

represent general knowledge about the domain. Acquiring rules when it is compared to that 

of cases is really hard. Because of that maintaining or updating rule is harder than updating 

and maintaining cases. 
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In the problem-solving process [12] [14], case based reasoning uses solutions that was solved 

in similar past problems whereas rule based reasoning solves problems from scratch though 

similar problems had been solved previously. Case based reasoning method plays greater 

role in handling missing values or unexpected features in the problem description and 

selected cases than that of rule based reasoning in problem description and rules. The case 

base system tries to find the similarity between the problem and the cases though there are 

features that do not match between them. However, the rule based system tries to find rules 

that perfectly match with part or all of the problem description. Rule based reasoning method 

is better in providing explanation for the given solution than case based reasoning [12] [52]. 

Due to their interchangeable nature, combining them provides effective knowledge 

representation, problem solving power, and exceeding one’s weakness with the other in 

different areas of applications. 

2.2.3. Testing & Evaluation Methods of Knowledge based system 

Evaluation can be defined as an iterative process of systematic assessment of knowledge 

based system. The evaluation process carried out at different stage of system development 

life cycle. The performance of the system was assessed or measured through quantitative 

and qualitative techniques to achieve the expected objective. We can evaluate the KB 

structure, inference engine, user interface, etc. For this reason, evaluation must follow an 

order, it has to be planned and it must be controlled to reduce the cost of the final system 

[53]. 

Knowledge based system evaluation process involves to determine the suitability and 

desirability of the prototype [54]. Effective knowledge based system evaluation process 

incorporates both technical and non-technical aspects. The technical aspects include 

exploring of the code, examining the correctness of reasoning techniques, checking the 

efficiency and performance of the system and debugging errors in the early age of a system 

development. The non-technical aspect includes system compatible with users’ satisfaction, 

the easiness of the system, the quality of the user interface and the acceptability of the system 

in the real-world environments [50]. 

According to Juristo and Morant [55], there are four types of evaluations to be conducted on 

KBS. These are verification, validation, usability and usefulness.  
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Verification is the rightness of the developed KBS to be evaluated. It can be conducted 

entirely on the formal model or on the computable model whose syntax is clearly stated for 

their rightness to be evaluated. It assures whether the knowledge on the formal model or on 

the computable model does not comprise syntactical faults. This means it assures the 

coordination between several elements of the KBS. A verified KBS denotes the acquired 

knowledge from domain experts and secondary sources rightly.  

Validation is checking the knowledge base of the KBS for semantic faults that may occur 

during the KBS development. A validated KBS comprises the correct knowledge to perform 

like the domain expert in the domain area. Thus, validation searches for faults in the KBS 

behavior when it attempts to find a solution for a certain domain problem.  

Usability is an association between the KBS and the end-user. This means whether the end-

user is satisfied when he/she interacts with the KBS. Therefore, it must be evaluated before 

installing the KBS to the end-user.  

Usefulness refers the association among the new KBS, the end-users, and the company that 

owns the product. The usefulness view can be noticed when the new KBS accomplishes its 

job. It is not possible to evaluate the new KBS if it is not functional.  

Performance measures:  Precision, Recall, and Accuracy are the common parameters used 

for measuring the performance of a certain classifier. These parameters are defined in terms 

of the instances that are relevant and the instances that are correctly classified (or retrieved). 

The following table 2.2 shows the confusion matrix which can be used to calculate Precision, 

Recall and Accuracy of the classifier.  

  PREDICTED CLASS 

ACTUAL 

CLASS 

 Class Class = YES  Class = NO 

YES  TP  FP 

NO  FN  TN 

Table 2.2 Metrics for performance evaluation 

 The precision (P) is the proportion of the classified information which is relevant, as 

calculated using the equation:  

P =
TP

(TP + FP) 
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 The recall (R) is the proportion of the classified relevant information versus all 

relevant information, as calculated using the equation:  

R =
TP

(TP + FN) 
 

 The F-measure (F) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, as calculated using 

the equation:  

P =
2 ∗ P ∗ R

(P + R) 
 

 The accuracy (AC) is the fraction of the total number of predictions that were correct, 

as calculated using the equation:  

AC =
(TP + TN)

(TP +  FP +  TN + FN) 
 

2.2.4. Knowledge-Base System Development Tools   

In the 1980s and early 1990s, when commercial interest in knowledge based system 

was reach at its peak, approximately there are more than 200 commercially available 

KBS tools. Many are still available but no longer described as KBS tools for marketing 

reasons. A knowledge based system tool is a set of computer software that manipulates 

programs and other information in order to design and assist the development of 

knowledge based systems [56]. 

There are many knowledge based system tools. According to Kingston [57] different 

author classified KBS development tools based on their functionality. The simplistic 

nature and additional feature it provides is used as parameters to select KBS 

development tools. 

Prolog (programming in logic) is one of the most widely used programming languages 

in artificial intelligence research. As opposed to imperative languages such as C or Java 

(which also happens to be object-oriented) prolog is a declarative programming 

language. When implementing the solution to a problem we specify what the situation 

(rules and facts) and the goal (query) then let Prolog interpreter derive the solution. 
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Prolog is very useful in some problem areas, such as artificial intelligence, natural 

language processing, databases [27]. 

Prolog derives its power from a procedural interpretation of logic. It represents 

knowledge in terms of procedure and reasoning becomes a simple process of calling 

the right procedures [58]. Therefore, there are many widely used prolog programming 

languages such as Quintus Prolog, Arity Prolog, ALS Prolog, LPA Prolog, and a number 

of other commercially available as well as freeware Prologs from ESL and SWI. For the 

purpose of this research study, SWI Prolog programming language is used to develop 

rule based reasoning system. According to ElKafrawy and Mohamed [59] there are 

different types of tools that can be used for developing a case base reasoning system 

some of them are myCBR, FreeCBR, eXiTCBR and jCOLIBRI. Most of the case based 

reasoning tools are commercials, but for this study jCOLIBRI is used. 

2.2.4.1. SWI Win-Prolog Programming Language 

WIN-PROLOG provides a complete development environment including easy-to-use 

pull-down menus, support for multiple edit windows and rich edit (e.g. automatic 

syntax coloring, multiple fonts in a window, etc.). WIN-PROLOG has incremental and 

optimized compilation, together with a hashed compilation mode which allows a 

matching clause to be found almost instantly [58]. 

WIN-PROLOG allows you to create polished Windows applications; it provides an 

extensive range of graphics predicates allowing convenient access to a large number of 

Windows Graphical User Interface (GUI) functions [60]. WIN Prolog is a programming 

language which is completely different from other languages. Programming language 

such as BASIC, C, C++ and PASCAL uses their main techniques or methods to splitting a 

problem into discrete steps and following those steps in sequential order [51]. 

Prolog is attractive logic programming language for professionals in the area of 

knowledge Engineering and Artificial Intelligence. Indeed, it has been used in some 

various real-world applications. Some of the most common domain areas are 

Environmental Modeling, Sales Modeling, medical domain, Fungus Identification, 

image Recognition, Management Consultancy and Shift Allocation [61]. 
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In Prolog, the data and the program are the two different ways of looking at the Prolog 

objects. Prolog has the ability to change its program whilst that program is running. 

Another important aspect of Prolog is that it relates to a logic called predicate calculus. 

This gives Prolog a number of distinct properties it inherits from logic and gives better 

foundations than other conventional programming languages. One of the properties is 

that prolog is a declarative language. This allows one to develop a program by 

concentrating on “what” needs to be done instead of “how” it is done. It can also allow 

a programmer to understand without the need of following through its dynamic 

execution [58]. 

2.2.4.2. CBR-Based Framework jCOLIBRI  

jCOLIBRI is an object-oriented framework for developing CBR systems it offers an 

easier development process that is based on the reuse of past designs and 

implementations. jCOLIBRI formalizes the CBR knowledge using domain independent 

CBR ontology (CBROnto), which is mapped over the classes of the framework, a 

knowledge-level description of the CBR tasks and a library of reusable Problem-Solving 

Methods (PSMs) [29]. jCOLIBRI is selected for this study based in several aspects: 

availability (open source framework), implementation (the Java implementation 

implies to a great extend usability, extensibility and user acceptance), GUI (the 

provided graphical tools facilitate the system design). Another justification for this 

study is connected with the fact that jCOLIBRI affords the opportunity to apply Case 

Retrieval Nets (CRN) model as Case Base structure [29].  

jCOLIBRI is just a white-box tool that permits programmer users to have total control 

of the internal details of the software. This framework represents the bottom layer of 

platform and lacks of any kind of visual interface. On the other hand, the top layer 

includes the graphical development tools to aid users in the development of CBR 

systems. These tools are enclosed in the COLIBRI Studio IDE and generates applications 

that use the components provided by jCOLIBRI. COLIBRI Studio includes the following 

tools: a Case Designer that enables the definition of the structure of your cases; a tool 

to configure the storage of cases in textual files; a tool to select the in-memory 

organization of the case; a tool to define the similarity between cases; and several tools 
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to define the behavior of the system. Moreover COLIBRI Studio integrates several 

wizards that ease the design process [29]. 

 Related works   

Some the related works conducted by international and local researchers in the medical 

domain have been reviewed as follows. 

R.M. Saraiva et al. [15] Designed a hybrid approach using case-based reasoning (CBR) and 

rule-based reasoning (RBR) to support four types of gastrointestinal cancer diagnosis. They 

used symptoms, signs, and personal information from patients as inputs to their model. To 

form specialized diagnoses, they used rules to define the input factors’ importance according 

to the patient’s characteristics. The model’s output presents the probability of the patient 

having a type of cancer (anal, colorectal, esophagus, and stomach). They use real patient 

data to define their model’s cases, and validate their model using K-fold cross 

validation(k=3) with forty-eight cases from real patient’s data collected from Napoleão 

Laureano Hospital. The data collected corresponds to some personal information such as 

age, family history, signs and symptoms, and the diagnosis of the patient. The results showed 

that their approach is an effective CBR system to diagnose cancer. The limitations of their 

study are related to the quantity and quality of the cases and weights. In addition, the model 

training technique used data from a specific population group, the cross-validation results 

might not be enough to generate adequate data for a reliable model. 

K.A. Kumar et al. [16] they present a hybrid approach of case-based reasoning and rule-

based reasoning, as an alternative to the purely rule-based method, to develop a clinical 

decision support system for ICU. This enables their system to tackle problems like high 

complexity, low experienced new staff and changing medical conditions. Their paper 

presents a case-based reasoning and rule-based reasoning based model which can provide 

clinical decision support for all domains of ICU unlike rule-based inference models which 

are highly domain knowledge specific. Experiments with real ICU data as well as simulated 

data clearly demonstrate the efficacy of their proposed method with max precision of 0.85, 

recall of 0.62. 

Seblewongel [50] developed a prototype of rule-based KBS for anxiety mental disorder 

diagnosis. This study was conducted using rule-based representation technique to find 
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solution for mental health problem which is not gaining enough cares. Thus, knowledge 

about anxiety mental disorder was acquired using both structured and unstructured 

interviews from domain experts and from secondary sources by using document analysis 

method to find solution of the problem. Then, the acquired knowledge was modeled using 

decision tree structure that represents concepts and procedures involved in anxiety disorders 

diagnoses. The outcome of the validation was 85% that is shown as the performance of the 

prototype. In this study, she recommended for further research to make the rule-based KBSs 

to learn from experience and update their knowledge. 

Redeit [22] designed and developed a prototype of KBS for HIV pre-test counseling. The 

research was conducted using rule-based representation technique to find solution for HIV 

voluntarily testing problem as open discussion about sex and sexually transmittable diseases 

are considered as humiliation by the culture of the Ethiopian people. Therefore, to solve such 

problem knowledge about pre-HIV test counseling was acquired using unstructured 

interviews method from domain experts and from codified sources like standard VCT 

guidelines. Then, the acquired knowledge was represented using production rules and 

implemented using Knowledge ProGold Version 3.0. The outcome of the evaluation was 

86.6% that is the accuracy of the prototype system. In this study, he recommended for further 

research to make the prototype system full-fledged that comprises post-HIV test counseling. 

Henok [62] developed a prototype of KBS using CBR technique for hypertension 

management. He used 45 hypertension patient cases for building and testing the prototype. 

Using 7 test cases from the case base he registered 86.1% average recall and 60% average 

precision. The researcher uses accuracy performance evaluation to evaluate the reuse 

capability of his system, and to increase the performance of the prototype, Henok proposed 

a hybrid knowledge based system using rule-based and CBR systems.  

Anteneh [21] developed a prototype of KBS for antiretroviral therapy. The study was 

conducted using rule-based representation technique to solve the problem of providing 

treatment for HIV/AIDS patients. Thus, to address such problem knowledge about treatment 

for HIV/AIDS was acquired from codified sources such as textbooks related to the domain 

problem and modeled using hierarchical structure that represents concepts and procedures 

needed in drug selection. Then, the validated knowledge is represented using production 

rules. These rules were implemented in the Knowledge Pro Gold expert system shell tool. In 
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this study, he recommended for further research to develop a comprehensive HIV treatment 

expert system that comprise follow up and drug resistance monitoring. 

Alemu [23] developed a CBR system for adverse drug reaction antiretroviral drug cases 

consultancy service. For developing and testing the prototype, he used 51 typical adverse 

drug reactions cases. Using 10 test cases, he achieved average recall and precision 72% and 

63% respectively. He faces different challenges such as extracting features from free text, 

weighting importance of the extracted features and the adaptation system to be used. To 

overcome these problems, he proposed investigating natural language processing to extract 

features, using machine learning algorithms for feature weighting and investigating different 

adaptation techniques. The researcher uses the standard measures of performance in 

information retrieval to evaluate the effectiveness of the system. 

Authors 

Name 
Title of thesis/research Year 

Methods 

Used 
Research Output 

Hybrid 

reasoning 

support 

R.M. Saraiva 

et al. [15]  

A Hybrid Approach Using Case-

Based Reasoning and Rule-Based 

Reasoning to Support Cancer 

Diagnosis a Pilot Study 

2015 case-

based and 

rule-based 

reasoning 

Developed CDSS prototype 

achieves 95% confidence  

Yes  

K.A. Kumar 

et al. [16] 

Hybrid approach using case-based 

reasoning and rule-based reasoning 

for domain independent clinical 

decision support in ICU 

2009 case-

based and 

rule-based 

reasoning 

Developed CDSS that 

achieves max precision of 

0.85, recall of 0.62. 

Yes  

Seblwongel 

[50] 

Prototype Knowledge-Based 

System for Anxiety Mental 

Disorder Diagnosis  

2011  Rule-

based 

reasoning  

A prototype KBS developed 

for mental disorder 

diagnosis which achieves 

accuracy of 85% 

No 

Redeit [22]  designed and developed a prototype 

of KBS for HIV pre-test 

counseling. 

2006 Rule-

based 

reasoning 

A prototype KBS developed 

for mental disorder 

diagnosis which achieves 

accuracy of 86.6%. 

No  

Henok [62]  A Case-Based Reasoning 

Knowledge Based System for 

Hypertension Management 

2011 case-

based 

reasoning 

Proposed KBS prototype 

registered 86.1% average 

recall and 60% average 

precision. 

No  

Alemu [23]  A Case-Based Approach for 

Designing Knowledge Base System 

for Addis Resource Center (ARC): 

2010 case-

based 

reasoning 

Proposed KBS prototype 

registered average recall 

and precision 72% and 63% 

respectively. 

No  

Table 2-1: Summary of international & local related works on KBS 
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To conclude, several studies have been conducted internationally and locally in the medical 

domain as shown in table 2-1 above. But, all researchers are to investigate the applicability 

of knowledge based system in the medical domain area using one technique (rule or case 

base reasoning) except R.M. Saraiva et al. [15] K.A. Kumar et al. [16]. In addition, the review 

shows that there is no research conducted in managing ADR of PLWHA using hybrid 

approach internationally and locally. Therefore, considering this gap the current research 

attempts to come up with to develop a hybrid (rule and case based system) knowledge-based 

system that could assist the domain experts in making consistent clinical decision for 

PLWHA who face ADR after starting ART medication. Furthermore, in this research the 

attempt is to validate the integration of rule and case based system for clinical decision in 

the area of HIV/ADIS 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Knowledge acquisition, modeling and representation 

 Knowledge Acquisition 

One of the most important processes in knowledge based system development is knowledge 

acquisition. How knowledge is obtained and where it is obtained determines the usefulness 

of the system. Knowledge acquisition is a vital stage in the development of knowledge based 

system. It is an important obstacle and time-consuming part when constructing expert 

systems [63]. Knowledge acquisition is referred to as a process of eliciting, structuring and 

representing knowledge from some knowledge source, usually human experts, in order to 

build knowledge based system [63]. Knowledge elicitation and structuring are the two most 

important activities of knowledge acquisition processes that are carried out by knowledge 

engineer in order to build knowledge based system [64].  

A general sequence of events carried out by knowledge engineer for knowledge acquisition 

in designing knowledge based system is as follows: [65] 

i. Eliciting data and information from the domain expert 

ii. Interpreting the data and information and making conclusion about the expert ‘s 

underlying knowledge and reasoning processes 

iii. constructing model which describes the expert's knowledge 

iv. Repeat steps i-iii as the knowledge based system evolves into a functional system 

The sequence of knowledge acquisition process in case based reasoning system is basically 

the same with the above sequence for Knowledge acquisition. Knowledge acquisition in case 

based reasoning carries out problem analysis, which involves transforming the information 

taken from the domain expert into the problem and solution fields in the case based data 

structure [65]. 

Therefore, the main purpose of this chapter is to obtain the knowledge from experts and 

relevant documents, structuring and building the model by identifying the concepts and 

variables involving in managing of PLWHA when encounter problems associated with 

antiretroviral therapy. In this research, the knowledge acquisition process was performed 
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through interviewing domain experts, review of related documents and the collection of case 

histories. 

3.1.1. Knowledge Acquisition from Domain Expert 

Human experts often use their knowledge and experience to solve real problems in their 

workplace. In such situation experts apply not only their heuristics knowledge but also, they 

use their experience that need subjective judgment in making decision related to the 

particular problem. A typical example using such decision is a medical diagnosis. When the 

physician faced with a new patient the doctor examines the patients’ current symptoms and 

compares with those patients that were having similar symptoms before. The treatment of 

those similar patients is then used and modified, if necessary, to fit with the current new 

patient cases. This shows that in developing a knowledge-base system, capturing of expert’s 

knowledge and the procedures how they perform their task is very important. In addition, 

when attempting to capture and preserve knowledge, it is also essential to consider the type 

of knowledge to be gathered. A particular knowledge may exist in either tacit or explicit 

knowledge form. The most valuable knowledge is in the heads of experts (tacit knowledge). 

Tacit knowledge has a limited life. Due to this reason, the vast amount of tacit knowledge in 

expert’s mind should be codified and digitized in order to be used and understood by non-

experts. The knowledge at the core of a well-developed knowledge-base system comes from 

human experts despite it can be developed from a range of sources such as textbooks, 

manuals and simulation models. Hence, tacit knowledge is acquired from human experts 

(doctors, pharmacist, nurse) using the selected knowledge acquisition methods, typically 

through some form of direct interaction with the expert [13]. 

3.1.2. Knowledge Acquisition from Relevant Documents 

In addition to tacit knowledge, explicit knowledge has also major contribution in developing 

hybrid reasoning systems. These documents were obtained from various sources. So, 

knowledge is extracted from 2014 and 2016 national guideline in the treatment of HIV/AIDS 

prepared for universal use in the country [9] [17], relevant HIV related books, research 

journals, both published and un published materials such as WHO, UNAIDS, FMOH and 

different website (to download publications by Ethiopian researchers on different HIV/AIDS 

area as well as researches have been done abroad the country). 
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3.1.3. Knowledge Acquisition Process 

Knowledge elicitation was performed through Knowledge Acquisition. In order to 

acquire required knowledge for both rule and case based in this study both primary and 

secondary sources of knowledge are used. As primary sources, different medical experts 

in DBRH including medical doctors, pharmacists, and nurses were interviewed. Besides, 

relevant literature from all possible sources and formats, including journal articles, guideline 

for HIV case management and antiretroviral therapy, HIV related books, thesis, the Internet 

and related websites were reviewed as secondary sources. 

During the preliminary investigations, out of eighteen; two experts from Debre Birhan 

Referral Hospital ART dep’t have been contacted to understand the dimension of ADR in 

PLWHA who start ARV. During this time, the researcher is trying to conduct informal kinds 

of interviews with these experts. However, for extensive discussion with experts, the 

researcher selects five experts using purposive sampling techniques who are currently 

working in the dep’t and directly involve in managing ADR. This technique is selected by 

the researcher as the research need in-depth investigation on HIV/ADIS case management.  

Purposive sampling helps the researcher to use different characteristics to select the subject 

of the study. The general principle, however, remains, “Think of the person or place or 

situation that has the largest potential for advancing your understanding and look there” [66]. 

And enable to select sample which can provide the needed information [11]. Domain experts 

are selected based on their educational qualifications related to the domain area, year of 

experience and willingness. From eighteen experts who work in DBRH ART department, 

during preliminary observation, one is medical doctors who specialized in the field and 

having more than four years of experience. Four of them are nurses with more than four 

years of experience. Two of them are data clerk having more than three years of experience. 

Two of them are pharmacist having more than three years of experience. The remaining nine 

are case managers workers having more than six years of experience. These experts are 

working some period of time (after some month they move to other department based on the 

hospital schedule except case manager workers) and they are consulted throughout the 

research work to evaluate the correctness of the acquired knowledge and to verify the cases 

acquired from the previous patient history.  
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Among the various available interview techniques, semi-structured interview is conducted 

and employed for the study with the selected health professionals in order to acquire the 

necessary knowledge for the study. The main reason that the researcher used a semi-

structured interview compare to other type of interview is that semi structured interview 

guide interviewer by providing both types of closed-ended and open-ended questions. It 

allows the interviewer to change the order of the questions and add new questions based on 

the context of the participant response so as to get depth knowledge. The interview focuses 

on the concepts, which the health professionals focus on, during HIV/ADIS case 

management. The main semi-structured questions that are used in the interview is attached 

on Appendix I. Making interviews with domain experts in work time are likely to be 

interrupted, as the domain experts are usually busy on work time. As a result of this, experts 

are interviewed after work hours and on weekends.  

In addition, recorded HIV cases were collected from the DBRH. These recorded cases 

contain information on patient’s details, the WHO clinical staging of the disease at the start 

of ART, duration of treatment, drug details, and nature of the adverse drug reactions, 

severity, solution, and result of investigations performed were collected by discussing with 

experts for those cases and terminology that need more clarity.  

3.1.4. Knowledge Acquisition to Identify Case Feature 

As explained in chapter two adverse drug reaction is a harmful, unwanted effect of a drug 

even it can result in death unless it can be managed properly. Since occurring of ADRs may 

significantly impact a patient’s quality of life and drug adherence, health-care workers 

should be aware of common ADRs with ARV and the potential management strategies. 

Concepts used in treatment of HIV patient cases when they are exposed to adverse drug 

reaction are presented in Table 4.1. These concepts are captured and determined by 

document analysis, interviewing domain experts and investigating the collected patients’ 

case history consulting with experts. The interpretation of these concepts helps to model the 

framework required for determining patients’ report of severity and to treat them 

accordingly. 
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Input parameters   Description  

Age   Age of the patient  

Sex  Sex of the patient  

Current medication  Current Regimen patients on  

CD4 count  To judge current clinical status of patient  

Viral load To monitor the effectiveness of ART over time 

Signs and symptoms  Types of ADR presented due to anti-HIV medication  

Duration since initiation ART  Time taken after ART medication initiation 

Co-medication  Name of other drug on use after/during ART start by Patients    

Co-infection &chronic illness  Other diseases shown on patients other than HIV virus  

Lab results   Lab results other than CD4  

Output parameters Description 

Recommendations  Physician decision to the patient  

Table 3-1: Input and Output Parameters of ADR Treatment of HIV Patients who starts ART. 

 Knowledge Modeling 

After the knowledge is acquired from domain experts (health professionals), other relevant 

documents, and HIV/AIDS cases the next task would be modeling the knowledge. 

Knowledge is the subjective interpretation of information in effort to recognize the 

applications and approach to act upon in the mind of perceiver. As such, knowledge is hard 

to conceive as an absolute definition in human terms. It attaches purpose and competence to 

knowledge, resulting in the potential to generate action. 

Hence, knowledge modeling involves organizing and structuring of the knowledge which is 

gathered during knowledge acquisition. It is an activity, which provides an implementation 

independent specification of the knowledge to be represented in the knowledge-base. 

Knowledge modeling packages are combinations of different knowledge or concepts into a 

reusable format for the purpose of preserving, improving, sharing, aggregating and 

processing knowledge to simulate intelligence. Here, the basic concepts that reveal the main 

activities and decisions that are made to solve cases in the domain are modeled. 

There are many techniques used for knowledge modeling such as decision tree, semantic 

network, UML, and hierarchy of frames. For knowledge-based systems, decision trees have 

the advantage of being comprehensible by domain experts and of being directly convertible 

into production rules i.e. decision tree has the ability to represent the problem in natural and 

simple if-then [24]. Moreover, when used to handle a given case, a decision tree not only 
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provides the solution for that case, but also states the reasons behind its choice. Thus, 

decision tree is used in this study to model the elicited domain knowledge. 

For this research, only the concepts of HIV-infected persons in relation to adverse drug 

reaction concepts are modeled. This is due to the high prevalence of adverse drug reaction 

(ADR) among HIV-infected person on antiretroviral therapy in Ethiopia as compared to 

other mentioned HIV cases [19].Thus, the next sections illustrate the conceptual models for 

concepts of adverse drug reaction associated to ARV and ways of treating. 

3.2.1. Conceptual Modeling of Manage ADR Associated with ARV   

Adverse drug reactions are common, ranging from mild to life-threatening conditions for the 

people who use anti-HIV medication. The mild toxicities require symptomatic therapy as 

they are self-limiting but these toxicities require counseling so that patients need to continue 

treatment. On the other hand, those which cause severe and life-threatening condition 

involve range from substitution or modification of one or more drug to switch regimen or 

even to stop all the medication. However, to arrive at such decision is not as such easy. It 

involves many clinical trial or laboratory investigations to get the cause of the adverse event. 

Due to the reason that some toxicity is due to class-specific effects while others are related 

to individual drugs.  

To manage the adverse effect on the patient, it should first be determined whether or not the 

problem is due to ARV or patient factor or co-medication. Next to this, the effects of the 

drug that the patient currently used are or his/her personal factor or other medication are 

checked. By analyzing the patients’ factor, complaint severity report, assess the degree of 

toxicity using ACTG/PACTG adverse event grading system. Finally, they decide whether 

the adverse event needs to continue, modify or discontinue the medication (Figure 4-1).  
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Compliant due to ARV

Identify responsible 
ARV drug

Yes

Other 
medication

Assess the degree/
severity of the Adverse 
Event using the ACTG/

PACTG

Yes

patient 
factor

No

Compliant due to 
Patient factor

No

 

Figure 3-1: Decision tree for managing ADR case Associated with ARV 

3.2.2. Conceptual Modeling of some Signs and Symptoms of PLWHA  

To manage the ADR and assess through ACTG and PACTG adverse grading system, the 

doctor first listens to patient’s complaint. Many complaints are arisen as a result of adverse 

events from PLWHA who use anti-HIV medication. For example, nausea, vomiting, 

diarrhea, headache, Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis, allergic reaction, and lesions are commons.  

Thus, the treatment and management of such events are based on the grading level of the 

effects.   

To illustrate the concept of Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis, and fever are shown below in figure 

4-2 and 4-3, as examples how physicians manage when such and other complaints occur in 

HIV patients.  
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Degree of 
severity 

Cutaneous/Rash/
Dermatitis

Diffuse maculopapular rash 
or dry desquamation

Grade 1: 
Reassurance only

Grade 2: Support 
Treatment

Grade 3: one drug or 
regimen change

Grade 4: All 
drug stopped

Vesculation or 
moist desquamation 

or ulceration

Erythema pruritus
Toxic epidermal or 
Stevens Johnson

 

Figure 3-2: Decision tree for Managing Degree of severity Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis 

Degree of 
severity Fever

38.6-39.5oc

Grade 1: 
Reassurance only

Grade 2: Support 
Treatment

Grade 3: one drug or 
regimen change

Grade 4: All 
drug stopped

39.6-40.5oc

37-38.5oc 
>40.4oc

 

Figure 3-3: Decision tree for Managing Degree of severity Fever 

3.2.3. Conceptual Modeling of Patients Factors  

Patients’ factors are the most important parameters that should be taken into account when 

treating patients encounter adverse drug reaction associated to antiretroviral (ARV). After 

examining the severity grading of the adverse event through clinical and laboratory 

investigation, the decision may be:  

 Grade 1 drug toxicity (mild): - short-lived or mild discomfort; no medical 

intervention/therapy required.   

 Grade 2 drug toxicity (moderate): - some assistance may be needed; no or 

minimal medical   intervention/therapy required.   
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 Grade 3 drug toxicity (severe): - some assistance  usually required; 

medical intervention/therapy required, hospitalization possible,   

 Grade 4 drug toxicity (severe life-threatening): - significant assistance required; 

significant medical intervention and therapy is required or rest home care.  

These are not adequate in treating the adverse events to modify or change the regimen of 

current medication. So, in addition to this patient’s factor (patient’s profiles (weight, age, 

gender of the patient), genetic abnormalities, and personalities/habits) should be 

considered.  Apart from sex, age, and weight considering pregnancy is the most important 

element in treating patients.  

After initiating treatment if his/her weight is increased from base line weight it is sign of 

using ARV medication properly but if Wight is decrease maybe it is due to treatment failure 

or poor adherence so we have to check it accordingly. Treating of pregnant women and 

women of child bearing potential are not similar to men and those women who are not 

productive. For instance, the choice of ARV regimen for women during first trimester should 

never include EFV if the woman is in the first line regimen. So, it is advisable to substitute 

with NVP. There is concern that exposure to EFV during the first trimester may lead to 

central nervous system birth defects during the period of organogenesis. Moreover, EFV 

should be avoided in women of child bearing age, unless effective contraception can be 

ensured. Therefore, in treating men or women for adverse drug reaction, to modify or change 

regimen accordingly, these factors should be considered (Figure 4-4).  
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treatment 
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Below BLDiscus with their parent 
to support their chiled & 

Continue treatment 

Consult patient to follow 
instruction to take 
regularly ARV drug

 

Figure 3-4: Decision tree for managing Patients Factors 

3.2.4. Conceptual Modeling of Patients’ Current Medication (ARV drug)   

Current medication of patients’ is other important parameters in determining and managing 

adverse drug reactions. So, knowing the person’s status of medication he/she is currently on 

is the major consideration in determining the causes and solutions of the adverse effects 

because toxicities of some drugs are due to class-specific effects while others are related to 

individual drugs. The current treatment conditions of the person may be either on initial 

regimen, one or two drugs changed, regimen changed or all drugs stopped. As shown below 

in figure 4-5 it helps as clue to treat the ADR accordingly.   
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Check ?

Switch regimen

Poor adherence/illness 
Toxicity/side effect

All drug stopped
Only one drug 

changed 

Treatment failure 

Drug/ 
Current 

medication

 

Figure 3-5: Decision tree for managing Patients’ Current Medication 

3.2.5. Conceptual Modeling of Poor Adherence 

Persons on HIV treatment need to take three or more types of ARVs every day for the rest 

of their lives. If drugs are not taken regularly, at around on same time every day, HIV may 

become resistant to the therapy or may cause adverse events. As shown in figure 4-6, there 

are a number of factors that commonly cause adherence problems like incorrect drug or drug 

combination, incorrect route of administration, incorrect dose and incorrect duration of 

therapy. Lastly, poor adherence results adverse events on the body of the ART users. 
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Due to incorrect route 
of administration
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No
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duration of therapy

Yes

No

Yes No

Yes

 

Figure 3-6: Decision tree for managing Poor Adherence 

3.2.6. Conceptual modeling of Co-Infection and Chronic Illness  

Illness other than HIV infection is also another factor that should be taken into account when 

treating an adverse drug reaction particularly on modification or change of regimens for the 

patients. For example, treating of Tuberculosis (TB) depends on the patients CD4 count. If 

the CD4 count is greater than 200 cells/mm3, then the ARV treatment should be started after 

the TB treatment is completed. On the one hand, the ARV treatment waits till the intensive 

treatment is finished provided that the CD4 count is between 50 and 200 cells/ mm3. 

However, the ARV drug started immediately if the CD4 count becomes below 50 cells/ mm3. 

Moreover, the decision on how to adjust dose when the HIV patient has renal failure depends 

on the results of the Renal Function Test (RFT). The decision with ARV is depending on the 

drug toxicity grading level. Hepatic failure is another illness tested through Liver Function 

Test (LFT). Hence, the dose adjustment in patients largely depends on the drugs nature of 

the metabolism.   
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Figure 3-7: Decision tree for managing TB Treatment 

3.2.7. Conceptual model of Managing Treatment Failures  

In treating adverse drug reaction, physicians decide the treatment based on drug toxicity 

levels which are classified as mild, moderate, severe, and life threatening. Based on clinical 

and lab test results, if the toxicity of drug is life threatening, then there is a need to switch 

regimens. The main cause to switch from first line regimen to the second line regimen is 

treatment failure which can be checked through clinical Failure (i.e. defined as a new or 

recurrent WHO stage 4 condition), CD4 Cell Failure (immunological failure) defined as fall 

of CD4 count before initiating treatment; or 50% fall from the on-treatment peak value 

defined as a (if known); or persistent CD4 levels below 100 cells/mm3 and virological failure 

(i.e. plasma viral load above10000 copies/ml).  
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Figure 3-8: Decision tree for Managing Treatment Failures 

3.2.8. Conceptual model of CD4 Count and Viral Load Test for the Patients  

CD4 count is the most important parameters for monitoring patients’ progress on ART. As 

shown in figure 4-9, normal CD4 count ranges from 500-1500 cells/mm3 and values below 

500 are abnormal in HIV patients.  Patients with CD4 count in between 350-500 have mild 

immune suppression; moderate in between 200-350 and when less than 200 cells/mm3, 

develops severe immune suppression.   Viral load is another most important parameters for 

monitoring patients’ progress on ART. As shown in figure 4-10, normal viral above 10000 

copies/ml are abnormal in HIV patients and he/she must be switch to 2nd line regimen, where 

as if viral load values below 1000 copies/ml he/she continue 1st line regimen.    
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Figure 3-9: Decision tree for CD4 Count to Confirm the Clinical Status of HIV Patients  
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Figure 3-10: Decision tree for Viral Load Test to Confirm the Clinical Status of HIV 

Patients 
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3.2.9. Concepts of Clinical & Laboratory Status during ADR  

When a person is suffering with adverse event associated with ARV medication, experts try 

to treat this adverse effect based on clinical or lab test results. CD4 count and viral load test 

are usually carried out. As result, CD4 count and viral load lab test help to know the degree 

of severity of PLWHA by comparing before initiating ARV medication CD4 count and viral 

load or at start of ART. Hence, if the CD4 count shows increasing while decreasing in viral 

load during lab test, then the person is on good health condition and the medication is also 

effective. On the one hand, if the CD4 count lab test result shows a declination while 

increasing viral load than baseline at start of ART, then the medication is not effective.  A 

falling of CD4 count and a rise of viral load are a sign that HIV is progressing, and that the 

immune system is becoming weaker. During these event physicians involve many tasks like 

modifications of medication, like dose, type or change of regimens. On the other hand, there 

are cases when both CD4 count and viral load lab test results decline. In this particular 

situation, physicians recommend patients to continue the same medication the patients 

currently use (Fig 3-8).    

Clinical & Laboratory 
Status during ADR

CD4 count? 

Good health 
progress status

viral load?
above pre therapy

 cd4 count 

Poor health 
condition

Bellow pre therapy
 cd4 count 

Poor health 
condition

Good health 
progress status

less than
 pre therapy

 count

More than
 pre therapy

 count

Continue current 
medication

Needs to switch to 
second line 

regimen

 

Figure 3-11: Decision tree for Clinical & Laboratory State during ADR 

3.2.10. Conceptual model of Other Medication   

Another parameter that should be considered in managing adverse drug reactions associated 

to ant-HIV medication is interaction with other medication. So, when the patient feels such 

kinds of problems, he/she should report to the nearest health-care provider. Then the 
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physician starts the treatment by discussing with the patients and asking the type of 

medication he/she has taken along with ARV, including the name, dose and frequency. 

Finally, they observe the effects of the co-medication to the ARV so as to treat the patients 

as shown in bellow figure 4-12. 

 Knowledge Representation 

Knowledge representation is one of the basic steps in the process of knowledge based system 

development. Knowledge representation is the process of interpreting domain knowledge 

into computer understandable form using knowledge representation methods.  

The acquired domain knowledge is represented as a set of “IF – THEN” rules in the 

prototype. The “if” side (also known as the left-hand side) of the equation which states the 

condition(s) that must be true in order to fire the rule and the “then” side of the equation 

specifies the appropriate action to be taken. The inference engine evaluates the “if” portion 

of a statement and concludes whether a goal is satisfied or not. If the goal is not satisfied 

then the inference engines proceed to the next rule until the conditions are satisfied. 

A rule is a conditional statement that links the given conditions to actions. Rules in the 

knowledge based are constructed based on the decision tree structure on conceptual model 

discussed above. 

To make easy and understandable prolog rules, the acquired knowledge from the domain 

expert is represented using the “IF-THEN” form. The rules are the base for the construction 

of knowledge base system. The following are sample rules which are incorporated in the 

prototype knowledge base rule base module. 

If the patient has sign and symptom of adverse drug reaction. 

Then check cause of ADR. 

If cause of ADR is antiretroviral drug, 

Then identify responsible regimen and check sign & symptom. 

If the patient sign & symptom is Erythema pruritus, 
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Then patient has Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis grade one so no medical intervention/therapy 

is required. 

If the patient sign & symptom is diffused maculopapular rash, 

Then patient has Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis grade two so patient need some 

assistance or minimal medical intervention/therapy is required. 

If the patient sign & symptom is Vesculation,  

And/or patient has symptom of moist desquamation, 

And/or patient has symptom is ulceration, 

Then patient has Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis grade three so Substitute offending drug 

without stopping ART or switch to next regimen and closely monitor using 

laboratory/clinical parameters. 

If the patient sign & symptom is Toxic epidermal, 

And/or patient has symptom is Stevens Johnson, 

Then patient has Cutaneous/Rash/Dermatitis grade four so immediately discontinue 

all ARV drugs and hospitalization required. 

If the patient temperature is between 37-38.5 oc, 

Then patient has fever grade one so no medical intervention/therapy is required. 

If the patient temperature is between 38.6-39.5 oc, 

Then patient has fever grade two so consider continuation of ART as long as feasible. 

If the patient temperature is between 39.6-40.5 oc, 

Then patient has fever grade three so Substitute offending drug without stopping ART or 

switch to next regimen and closely monitor using laboratory/clinical parameters. 

If the patient temperature is greater than 40.6 oc, 
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Then patient has fever grade four so immediately discontinue all ARV drugs and 

hospitalization required. 

If the patient temperature is 3-4 loose stool per day, 

And/or patient has symptom is mild diarrhea <1week, 

Then patient has diarrhea grade one so no medical intervention/therapy is required. 

If the patient temperature is 5-7 loose stool per day,  

And/or patient has symptom is diarrhea lasting >1week, 

Then patient has diarrhea grade two so consider continuation of ART as long as 

feasible. 

If the patient temperature is Bloody diarrhea, 

 And/or patient has symptom is >7 loose stool per day, 

Then patient has diarrhea grade three so Substitute offending drug without stopping ART 

or switch to next regimen and closely monitor using laboratory/clinical parameters. 

If the patient temperature is hypersensitive shook  

Then patient has diarrhea grade four so hospitalization required and immediately 

discontinue all ARV drugs. 

If cause of ADR is patient factor, 

Then check patient’s profiles, genetic abnormalities, and personalities/habits. 

If patient have genetic abnormalities, 

Then consider it before changing ARV drug or switching regimen. 

If patient have bad personalities/habits, 

Then consult patient to avoid it for the sack of his/her health. 
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If patient age is <15 year, 

Then patient is Child and needs parent consent and advice. 

If patient age is >15 year, 

Then patient is Adult and can decide by him/her self so try to give some advice related to 

medication he/she starts. 

If patient gender is female, 

Then check whether she is productive or non-productive. 

If patient is pregnant, 

Then exclude EFV. 

If patient is non-pregnant, 

Then check whether she is using contraceptive or not. 

If patient use contraceptive 

Then recommend to use double method e.g. Condom + implanon. 

If patient doesn’t use contraceptive, 

Then exclude EFV. 

If cause of ADR is other medication, 

Then identify name of the drug, dose & frequency. 

If other medication name, dose & frequency is identified, 

Then assess effect of the drug related to ARV drug. 

If CD4 count is between 500-1500cell/mm3 
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Then patient is in normal condition. 

If CD4 count is bellow 500cell/mm3 

Then patient is in abnormal condition grade 1/normal. 

If CD4 count is between 350-500cell/mm3 

Then patient is in mild immune suppression condition grade 2/mild. 

If CD4 count is between 250-350cell/mm3 

Then patient is in moderate condition grade 3/moderate. 

If CD4 count is between bellow 200cell/mm3 

Then patient is in sever condition grade 4/sever life threatening. 

If patient viral load is >1000 copies/ml, 

Then patient is in moderate condition grade 3 and switch to 2nd line regimen. 

If patient viral load is <1000 copies/ml, 

Then patient is in mild immune suppression condition grade 2 and continue 1st line regimen.  

Similar procedures have been used for all rules incorporated in the knowledge base. To 

summarize the chapter, the transformation process of the acquired knowledge from human 

expert, document analysis, and PLWHA case is helpful to investigate the specific attributes 

which are significant in the process of managing adverse reaction. Once the relevant 

knowledge is acquired then it represented in human understandable manner to arrive at the 

expected goals. Therefore, the proposed knowledge based system rule base reasoning 

module is implemented by articulating the above rules. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  

4. Implementation and discussion of results 

In the following sections, the implementation includes the construction of the prototype 

knowledge based system to make clinical decision for PLWHA who start ART treatment 

using hybrid approach (RBR and CBR). After the necessary knowledge is acquired, modeled 

using decision tree and represented using a production rule, the next step is selecting 

combination model and coding the represented knowledge using Prolog programming 

language into a suitable format that is understandable by the inference engine of rule base 

reasoning and designing case based reasoning system using JColibri studio. Whereas the 

user interface used to interact the user to the knowledge base is constructed using java 

programming language. JPL is a set of Java classes and C functions providing an interface 

between Java and Prolog. For this study, SWI-Prolog editor tool and COLIBRI studio eclipse 

IDE Version: 3.7.0 with JDK 8.0 is used to construct the prototype system. 

 Combination of Case Based and Rule based reasoning 

RBR and CBR are largely complementary reasoning methodologies. RBR can better 

represent specialized domain knowledge in a modular, declarative fashion, whereas CBR 

can better represent past experiences and domain complexity [12]. Significant benefits are 

possible by combining RBR and CBR. For example, CBR can directly enhance RBR by 

providing a context for screening the knowledge base and extending the coverage of rules 

by representing exceptions (to the rule) in the form of cases. On the other hand, RBR can 

enhance CBR by expressing domain knowledge to dynamically determine the contextually 

dependent relevance of a feature set (or attributes of a case) to a given goal and dynamically 

select the best similarity/relevancy measure to use for case retrieval. 

This research is mainly focuses on the integration of RBR and CBR. Approaches integrating 

rules and cases based on component dominance which is categorized in to rule dominant, 

case dominant and balanced approach [12]. According to Prentzas and Hatzilygeroudis [12] 

in rule-dominant approaches, the rule-based component prevails in the inference process, 

whereas the case-based component plays a complementary role. These approaches usually 

focus on the rule-based component and invoke the case-based component only when 

necessary (usually in specialized or exceptional situations). But this is not advisable when 
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there are a large number of rules in the rule library. In case-dominant approaches, the case-

based component plays a more important role and the rule-based component is less 

significant (supportive). This scheme is useful, because, when the case library contains a 

limited number of cases and the adaption or learning ability of CBR from previous cases or 

problems. In balanced approaches, the role of the integrated components is balanced that is, 

none of the integrated components plays a supportive role.  

We have chosen a conditional combination model [67] as discussed above. Once rule-based 

and case-based reasoning’s are constructed from acquired knowledge and PLWHA case 

respectively, an experiment is made to decide the order of using them (rule first or case first) 

for managing ADR case of PLWHA.  

 Selecting combination model of RBR and CBR 

From the different model of combination, based on the following logics and experimental 

results bellow. Among different conditional combination models, the RBR-CBR model of 

combination is selected [67]. In this model, the combined system works if the solution given 

in the first step is acceptable then it is used as a solution of the given problem & otherwise 

next steps are invoked [67]. In this research, we integrate RBR and CBR using this 

architecture. Because integration of them have different advantages as stated by [68] and 

[67] the following are the advantages of RBR-CBR model of combination. 

 RBR module uses more general knowledge to solve situations not reflected in CBR. 

Therefore, to solve problems of a given area, it is common to start from the general 

knowledge. 

 RBR is a collection of rules/facts and used exact matching of problems to solve. If the 

problem matches, the solution was 100% acceptable or correct, but CBR measures 

similarity. 

 Allows shortcuts in reasoning. If appropriate rules can be found, problems can often 

be solved in much less time than it would take to generate a solution from cases. 

 RBR cannot learn or adapt cases for further reasoning, but CBR do. 
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4.2.1.  Experiment result 

In order to choose better combination model that have best performance, an experiment is 

conducted using the same test dataset and the performance of the individual reasoning model 

is compared. This comparison helps us to see which combination model has best 

performance with our problem area. The experiment is done for: 

 Rule-based reasoning system (RBR), 

 Case- based reasoning system (CBR), 

 CBR followed by RBR system (CBR-RBR) and 

 RBR followed by CBR system (RBR-CBR). 

Sample experiment #1 

The patient was male with age of 32 years. The patient’s current medication is 1a 

(nevarapine based regimen) and unknown CD4 count. The patient is three months 

duration since initiation of ART and present rash with minimal excoration and fever. The 

patient is hepatitis illness with lab result SGOT18 and SGPT 27 and used other drugs 

such as cotrimoxazole. 

Recommendation by RBR Grade 2 toxicity, by CBR Grade 3 toxicity, CBR-RBR Grade 

3 toxicity, RBR-CBR Grade 2 toxicity,  by expert substitute nevarapine with effaverenze 

assess toxicity after liver function test and act accordingly. So recommendation is 

incorrect by all reasoning. 

Sample experiment #2 

The patient is female with 42 age. The patient’s current medication is D4T, 3TC, NVP 

and 160cells/mm3 CD4 count. The patient is one month duration since initiation of ART 

and present maculopapular rash all over the body. The patient is hepatitis illness with lab 

result SGOT 468, SGPT420, ALP 523 and used other drugs such as CTM cotrimoxazole. 

Recommendation by RBR Grade 2 toxicity, by CBR Grade 4 toxicity, CBR-RBR Grade 

4 toxicity, RBR-CBR Grade 3 toxicity, by expert patient is on NVP with Grade 4 toxicity. 

So all drugs should be stopped. So recommendation given by RBR is incorrect and 

remaining others reasoning are correct. 
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Sample experiment #3 

The patient was female with age of 22 years. The patient’s current medication is 1c and 

180 cells/mm3 CD4 count. It has been four month since the patient started ART and 

present cough and persistent fever. The patient was jaundiced illness with lab result liver 

and spleen size 16 and 13.3 cm and used other drugs such as cotrimoxazole prophylaxis. 

Recommendation by RBR Grade 1 toxicity, by CBR Grade 2 toxicity, CBR-RBR Grade 

1 toxicity, RBR-CBR Grade 1 toxicity, by expert patient continue the medication 

currently on and treat OI. So recommendation given by CBR reasoning are incorrect but 

other remaining other reasoning are correct. 

Sample experiment #4 

The patient was female with age 35 years old. The patient’s current medication is 

combivir/effaverinze and 230 cells/mm3 CD4 count. It has been two years since the 

patient started ART and the problem was no progress in clinical status. The patient has 

no other illness and lab result has not been done and also no other drugs taken. 

Recommendation by RBR Grade 3 toxicity, by CBR no classified, CBR-RBR Grade 3 

toxicity, RBR-CBR Grade 1 toxicity, by expert patient condition is unknown further 

investigation is needed. So recommendation given by CBR reasoning are correct but other 

remaining other reasoning are incorrect. 

Sample experiment #5 

The patient is 32 years old. The patient’s current medication is 1a and develop rash. The 

person medical history showed hepatics with laboratory results SGOT18 and SGPT27. 

The patient didn’t have any other drugs other than ARV currently when he/she comes to 

clinic. 

Recommendation by RBR Grade 2 toxicity, by CBR Grade 2 toxicity, CBR-RBR Grade 

1 toxicity, RBR-CBR Grade 2 toxicity, by expert Grade 2 toxicity and continue the 

medication currently on and treat OI. So recommendation given by CBR-RBR reasoning 

are incorrect but other remaining other reasoning are correct. 
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As shown below in table 5.1, the comparison of the performance of the individual reasoning 

systems that are listed above Vs percentage of correctly and incorrectly made 

recommendation of ADR management of PLWHA. 

Reasoning model Correctly recommended incorrectly recommended 

RBR 80.5% 19.5% 

CBR 81.3% 18.7% 

CBR-RBR 84.2% 15.8% 

RBR-CBR 85.7% 14.3% 

Table 4-1: experimental result of comparison of reasoning models 

First experiment is undertake using only RBR the system correctly recommends 80.5%, next 

experiment is undertake using only CBR the system correctly classified 81.3%, and the 

remaining experiments are under taking using CBR-RBR and RBR-CBR and the 

performance of correct recommendation of the systems are 84.2% and 85.7% respectively. 

From the above experimental result, a combination reasoning model of RBR-CBR performs 

better than the other model of reasoning by achieving 85.7% correctly recommending of 

ADR management of PLVHA. So, for this study, the RBR-CBR combination approach is 

selected and used for implementation of a prototype hybrid knowledge base clinical decision 

system for HIV+ patient who start ART. 

 Architecture of the Prototype Knowledge-Based System 

An architecture is a blueprint showing how the components of the prototype knowledge-

based system interacts and interrelates. This system was designed with the progression of 

conceptual design that refined the systems architecture. Based on the above experiment the 

following system architecture is designed for this study. Figure 5-1 presents a hybrid 

knowledge base system proposed in this study. The prototype system was help experienced 

health professionals as a second opinion or for less experienced health professionals act as 

decision support system who work ART department in making consistent clinical decision 

for PLWHA who face ADR starting ART medication, and it takes ADR problems as an input 

for the knowledge base.  

Extracted knowledge from document and experts are used for designing rule-based 

reasoning system. In addition, cases are gathered and structured from ART department 

patient history for developing case-based reasoning system. Finally, these two systems are 

combined together for the development of better knowledge based clinical decision support 
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system for PLWHA who face ADR after initiation of ART medication. As cases or problems 

happens the combined reasoning system first use RBR to search for the rules/facts that 

matches with the new query from the rule library. If exact matches found the RBR gives the 

solution. If not, the CBR were receive the query. 

User 

User interface

Problem (Query)

Has Solution/ 

Succeed 

Solution/ Answer

Yes
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Rule & problem 

matching

Find applicable rule

Solution found

Adapt 
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Store 
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Figure 4-1: architecture of hybrid knowledge based clinical decision support system 

adopted from Khandelwal and Shar [67]. 

The CBR system has the capability of retrieve, reuse, revise and retain cases. The retrieval task starts 

with a new case description and ends when best matching similarity case of ADR cases have been 

found in the case base. As users enter case description (query) through interface, the system searches 

the best matching cases from the case base and return possible solution in ranked order to the 
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problems described in the query. If exact matching occurred in between the query and cases in the 

case base, users can directly derive the solution or if the similarity or matching is partial, then 

adaptation, revision and reuse tasks are done to make the proposed solution best for the problem at 

hand. At last, those best modified solution to the problem stored to the case base for future use. 

4.3.1. User Interface 

The user interface is a bridge through which the user interacts and communicates easily with 

the system prototype. Its duty is to translate the prolog rules of the prototype from its 

representation in the knowledge base which may not be clear by the users to the user 

understandable form. The user interface that include graphical elements, such as windows, 

icons and buttons is called a graphical user interface (GUI). This user interface is developed 

using java programming language using eclipse IDE Version: 3.7.0 with JDK 8.0. In the 

process of integration of rule base reasoning (prolog) with eclipse IDE, java prolog interface 

(JPL) are used. For case based integration COLIBRI studio is used to integrate with eclipse 

IDE.  

4.3.2. Knowledge based system 

The architecture of the knowledge based system consists of two modules (sub systems): Rule 

based reasoner and Case based reasoner.  

Rule-Based Reasoning is first module of the knowledge base of this system. Main activities 

that are done inside RBR are: 

 Rule Library: is a container of rules about ADR management of PLWHA patients 

which are acquired from guidelines, documents and experts after implemented by 

PROLOG. 

 Nature of Facts and Rules: In conventional RBR, facts and (IF... THEN...) Rules 

are strictly categorical in nature (e.g., IF it is cloudy, THEN it shall rain) [37]. Both 

commonsense knowledge and domain expertise are more naturally expressed in 

terms of plausible rules (e.g., IF it is cloudy, THEN it is POSSIBLE that it may rain). 

Conventional IF...THEN... rules also require a strict Boolean match on the premises 

and the conclusions; however, this is very restrictive as real-world situations are often 

fuzzy and do not match exactly with rule premises and conclusions. For example, the 

premise it is cloudy is fuzzy and many a time the sky can be classified as partially 
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cloudy. Thus, it is necessary to be able to accommodate partial degrees of matching 

in rule premises and conclusions [69]. 

 Inference in Rule Graph: Given the above stated need to incorporate uncertainty in 

the structure of rules, some mechanisms have to be used to propagate the partial 

degrees of matching through the rule graph to determine the degrees of confirmation 

and refutation of the various conclusions. These mechanisms include means to 

aggregate the uncertainty of the premises, propagate this uncertainty to the 

conclusions and aggregate the uncertainty of the conclusion. The last task is 

important because a particular conclusion may be reached via multiple proof paths, 

each path contributing to the confirmation or refutation of the conclusion. Different 

uncertainty calculi are described in the literature to deal with some or all of these 

aspects. 

 Structure of Knowledge Base: Large knowledge bases can contain rules, and under 

such conditions, it is necessary to structure the knowledge base appropriately for the 

purposes of efficiency in inference and ease of debugging and knowledge 

engineering [69]. Partitions, abstraction hierarchies, and contexts are some of the 

techniques used in the literature for structuring the knowledge base. Belief revision 

mechanisms are also required for maintaining the validity and consistency of the 

knowledge base [69]. 

Case-Based Reasoning is the process of solving new problems based on the solutions of 

similar past problems. An auto mechanic who fixes an engine by recalling another car that 

exhibited similar symptoms is using case-based reasoning [14]. Important issues in CBR of 

the above architecture are: 

 Representation: This refers to the representational scheme used for the cases in the 

case library. There are several dimensions along which this issue can be analyzed. 

The data or memory structures for cases are frames or some variant of a frame system 

[69]. The case library contain cases comes from plain text connector of the system 

and learn from the new cases. So, when new cases or problems come to the system, 

search through the case library to retrieve the most relevant case. 

 Retrieval and Similarity Metrics: While determining which case to retrieve from 

the case library. The local similarity is used to measure the similarity of attributes of 

the new case with their corresponding attributes value of old case from the case base. 
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Local similarity functions are used to compare simple attribute values. In this 

research, the following local similarity functions are used [23]. 

o Equal: equal local similarity is selected for each attribute, then there is a need 

for input and value of case base to match. If value matches exactly then it was 

get result otherwise match failure. 

o Interval: When you select similarity interval and adjust interval value, then, 

the value is matched as per the given interval. Exact value match is not 

compulsory in this similarity measure. 

Global Similarity is linked with compound attributes and used to get similarity of 

collected attributes in unique similarity value. Global similarity used in this research 

is average similarity. 

o Average: is a type of global similarity that considers the average of all 

attribute local similarity values. 

 Adaptation: - It is a technique to alter retrieved case for reproducing new solution 

for new problem. jCOLIBRI offers two basic adaptation methods: - the first is Direct 

Attribute Copy Method. This method copies the value of an attribute in the query to 

an attribute of a case. The second is Numeric Direct Proportion Method which 

performs a numerical direct proportion among attributes of the query and the case. 

For this study, Numeric Direct Proportion Method are employed for case adaption.  

 

 Implementation of the proposed architecture   

4.4.1. Rule base reasoning module 

4.4.1.1. Rule library  

The rule library stores all relevant fact, rules, and relationships used by the rule based 

system. In other words, rule base is a set of rules or the encoded knowledge about managing 

ADR of PLWHA of the prototype system. The validated knowledge is represented in the 

form of rules by rule-based representation technique and the rules are codified to the 

knowledge base of the prototype system using Prolog programming language.  

Sample rules in the knowledge base of the prototype system are discussed below.  
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Rule 1:  

compliantdueto(Compliant,X):- 

((compliant(Compliant), Compliant=='arv', A1 is 1); (compliant (Compliant), 

Compliant == 'other_medication', A1 is 2); (compliant (Compliant), Compliant == 

'personal_factor’, A1 is 3)), 

 Res is A1, 

((Res =1, X='arvdiagnose'); (Res =2, X='othermed'); (Res =3, X='patientdiagnose')).  

In the above rule, the system gets cause of ADR from the interface. Before this rule the 

expert are requested to insert the sign and symptoms and other information of their patient. 

After the expert inserts the information’s, then, if the cause of ADR is ARV drug, 

automatically the system goes to next rule in order to identify name regimen and assess 

other rules. Or the cause of ADR is other medication, then the system identifies name of 

drug. Or else the cause of ADR is patient factor, then further investigation is done by the 

system to know the cause of ADR is genetic abnormalities or patient profile or personal 

habit is performed and based on the investigation the system reaches conclusion.    

The fact base is another component of the system prototype, which is integrated with the 

rule base. It is also a repository of different facts that are used as conditions of the rules fired 

when the goal satisfied. Fact base is the working memory in which the dynamic predicates 

added during the inference engine searches for appropriate condition to satisfy the goal.  It 

removes the predicates after the rule is fired.  The facts in the fact base are included in the 

system in a form of attributes, which represents the diagnosis and management of ADR of 

PLWHA knowledge.  

4.4.1.2. Inference Engine   

The inference engine consists of inference mechanism and control strategy that enables 

deriving conclusion for a given query. It comprises formal reasoning involving matching 

and unification, similar to the one performed by human experts to solve problems in a 

specific area of knowledge.  

The backward chaining mechanism is used in this study during the system prototype 

development. It starts from the desired goals and backtracks through all sub goals and 

supporting facts. Then, the inference engine continues searching for the appropriate rule 

until the goal is satisfied and executed. The backward reasoning purposively implemented 

in this study because it is appropriate that the goals are defined and the rules, which fit these 
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goals are also available. On the other hand, the Prolog programming language in which the 

prototype is constructed also uses backward chaining mechanism.  

The system prototype has two significant parts. The first one, is seen by end user is the user 

interface which is developed by java using eclipse IDE development tool. The second one 

is the base of this prototype system which is called rule base developed by SWI-prolog. This 

fact on hand the system prototype starts with displaying all significant functionality and a 

user tack action to perform what he/she want to do. As per the user need to do the system 

give an appropriate decision in related to the goal.  

If the inference engine got the correct match, the goal would be executed unless the inference 

engine continues to backtrack until it gets the correct match the inference engine once got 

the match the goal is executed and the appropriate decision is displayed for the user.  

4.4.1.3. Explanation Facility  

Explanation facility is part of reasoning-based module which explains incase if the user 

needs further explanation about a specific goal or conditions implemented in the system.  

The prototype developed also has this feature, which explains based on the user need. Before 

the system has executed the goal, it asks the user if he/she needs an explanation for the 

specific conditions.  Then, the system continues depending on the answer that the user 

enters. It is used for answering what and why questions that might be created in user’s mind 

during their interaction with the system. This ability is usually important since the type of 

problems to which knowledge-based systems are carried out need an explanation of the 

result delivered to the end-users. It has also the ability of being questioned. For example, 

the following figure 5-2 illustrates the “what” and “why” explanation facility that is used to 

make the results easily understandable by the end-users and build a good communication 

between the end-users and the system.  
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Figure 4-2: Sample GUI for “what” and “why” explanation facility  

As shown in the above figure 5-2, it is a sample dialogue between the end-user and the 

prototype system. The prototype system asks the expert to insert their patient Age, sex, 

weight, cd4 count, viral load, and other through the user interface. If the end-user clearly 

understands the question, the expert might insert the value respectively to the user interface 

of the prototype system.  But if the expert does not clearly understand what to do, the end-
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user can ask for further clarification by clicking a button named “What” to the user interface 

of the prototype system as shown in figure 5-2. Then the prototype system provides answers 

by saying “This is to mean you need to insert Age, age sex …”. Again, if the end-user wants 

an answer for the reason “why”, the prototype system provides the answer to clarify the 

reason why by saying “Because all patient information is necessary for e.g. Age of your 

patient is used to determine whether your patient is adult or child”.  After clarifying “what” 

and “why” questions, the prototype system gives you a chance to insert appropriate value 

for your personal information.    

4.4.1.4. JPL  

A well-known interface for java and prolog is JPL that is bundled with SWI-prolog [70]. 

JPL is a set of Java classes and C functions providing an interface between Java and Prolog. 

JPL uses the Java Native Interface (JNI) to connect to a Prolog engine through the Prolog 

Foreign Language Interface (FLI), which is more or less in the process of being standardized 

in various implementations of Prolog.    

JPL is a library using the SWI-Prolog foreign interface and the Java JNI interface providing 

a bidirectional interface between Java and Prolog that can be used to embed Prolog in Java 

as well as for embedding Java in Prolog. In both setups, it provides a reentrant bidirectional 

interface. To enable a fast communication JPL provides java classes representing language 

artefacts of prolog like atoms or terms. JPL communicates directly with the core of SWI-

prolog which is coded in C. Queries from java do not have to be interpreted like native 

prolog code. This leads to fast execution times [71]. An integration requires that either the 

java developer knows how to program prolog or the prolog developer knows how to code 

java in order to build the necessary structures [71]. So, in this study, the prototype 

development is integrating prolog from java side.    

From the Java perspective JPL provides both low and high-level interfaces. A low-level 

interface to the Prolog FLI and a high-level Java interface for the Java programmer who is 

not concerned with the details of the Prolog FLI.  The low-level interface is provided for C 

programmers who may wish to port their C implementations which use the FLI to Java with 

minimal fuss. High-level interface is suitable and can easily programmed in java program. 

It also has less of a learning curve, and in many ways, is more natural and Prolog-like than 
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the Low-Level Interface. Therefore, the study uses high-level interface to develop the GUI 

prototype system.   

Although the jpl.JPL class provides a number of methods for initializing the Prolog engine 

from within Java, their use is not usually necessary: Prolog will be automatically initialized 

with default parameters at the first attempt to use it. First load the knowledge base using the 

Prolog consult/1 predicate, a built-in predicate in standard Prolog. Initially construct an 

instance of jpl.Query, whose name is consult and whose arguments (just one) comprise the 

atom  

 

'sampleART.pl' as shown the code below:  

String t1="consult('sampleART.pl')"; 

Query q1=new Query(t1); 

if(q1.hasSolution()) 

{ 

lblconsult.setForeground(Color.GREEN); 

lblconsult.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBord

er(java.awt.Color.GREEN)); 

lblconsult.setText("File Consulting Succeeded!!"); 

} 

else 

{ 

lblconsult.setForeground(Color.RED);  

lblconsult.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBord

er(java.awt.Color.RED)); 

lblconsult.setText("File Consulting failed!!"); 

} 

Then check Query object has a solution by hasSolution() method, which returns a Boolean 

value.  If the method returns true, the prototype system displays a message “File Consulting 

Succeeded”. If not, it displays a message “File Consulting failed”. Once the knowledge base 

consulted, querying the knowledge base rule as well fact using the same technique used 

above.  Querying with variable, all solutions to a query can be traversed. The JPL user guide 

defines a query solution as a collection of bindings, each of which relates one of the 

Variables within the  

Query’s goal to a Term representation of the Prolog term to which the corresponding Prolog 

variable was bound by the proof”. The solution obtained for querying with variable is in the 

form of   a java.util.Hashtable.  If the Query has one or more solutions, then its 

Query.oneSolution() method returns a Hashtable representing the first solution, otherwise 
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it displays an option to perform diagnosis using case base reasoning as JPL code shown 

below:   

    private String prologrule(String rule){ 

         String t=  rule,result ; 

         String delims = "'"; 

         Query q=new Query(t); 

                if (q.hasSolution()==true){ 

                     result=(q.oneSolution().get("X")).toString(); 

                    String[] tokens = result.split(delims); 

                    for (int i = 0; i < tokens.length; i++){ 

                       result=tokens[i];} 

                    return result;} 

                else { 

                    Object [] options = {"Yes","No”}; 

                    int selected = JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null,"<html>The RBR is not 

able to classify ADR case of your patient. <br>Please consult the CBR.</html>", 

"Information",JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION,JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSA

GE,null, options, options[0]); 

   if (selected==0)  

   { 

     CBRApplication cb =new CBRApplication(); 

                          cb.myCbs(); 

                         } 

                }return null; 

     }  

When calling this method by passing a string argument i.e. the executed Prolog queries, The 

HashTable contains bindings in the form of Terms, each of which is indexed by its 

corresponding Variable in the Query. The previous query finds only the first solution.  

However, one wants all solutions, or at least more than just the first.  The Query class also 

provides the hasMoreSolutions() and nextSolution() method, which returns an array of 

zero or more Hashtables, each of which represents a given solution. The following JPL 

code illustrate how hasMoreSolutions() and nextSolution() method works:   

private void recommendation () {  

        String str = "",s="->",nl="\n";  

      String delims = "'";  

      String t5= "recommendation(X)";  

Query q5=new Query(t5);               

while(q5.hasMoreSolutions()) {    

        java.util.Hashtable s5=q5.nextSolution();  

                         str=(s5.get("X")).toString();                             

String[] tokens = str.split(delims);                             

for (int i = 0; i < tokens.length; i++){                             
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s=s+tokens[i]; }    

              tarecomendation.append(nl+s+nl);   

                  s="->";  }           

The above code once called, it displays all the solution i.e. the recommendation of ADR 

management of PLWHA on the text area to the GUI. The hasMoreSolutions method of the 

Query class returns a boolean, indicating whether there are any solutions "left" in the query.  

If the answer to this is 'yes', then the solution can be obtained in the form of a Hashtable by 

the nextSolution method.   

Therefore, all the concept discussed above are used for developing the rule base mode of 

prototype system for the bidirectional connectivity of eclipse IDE and SWI-prolog.   

4.4.2. Case base reasoning module 

The case structure has been formulated that can easily be represented in COLIBRI Studio. 

A large variety of representation formalisms have been proposed. However, three major 

types of case representation have arisen: feature value cases, structured cases, and textual 

cases. For this research, the researcher uses feature-value case representation because 

feature value case representation; represent a case as attribute-value pairs, similar to the 

propositional representations used in Machine Learning (ML), that support k-nearest 

neighbor matching and instance-based learning [72]. Case representation is one of the main 

components in case based system, because case representation is the process of represent 

the case in the way the programming language (jCOLIBRI) easily understands or interpret. 

Designing of such case structure helps easily define the features available in the case and to 

measure the similarity between existing and new cases. Hence, the overall application of 

this research is to retrieve similar cases from the case-base that can guide future reasoning, 

problem solving and also transforming a solution retrieved into a solution appropriate to the 

current problems. The collections of cases were structured to make efficient in retrieval 

process. This is done through case indexing process. Indexing refers to assigning indices to 

cases for retrieval and comparisons of query to the case in the case-base [23]. 

Defining case structure in COLIBRI Studio are done by using simple manage case structure 

window. It is very easy to define case structure with COLIBRI Studio. Because it is simple 

to add attributes in description of case structure and set properties of attributes of metadata 

of attributes. Metadata of attributes are weight of attributes, data type of attributes and 

similarity function. During configuration of case structures, COLIBRI Studio creates codes 
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automatically and saved in xml file format. Most significant attributes are set by declaring 

higher weight as compared to other weights.   

A total of 171 case are used for this research for testing and training, and a single case for 

this research purpose had ten description attributes which served to hold the descriptions of 

the problems and one solution attributes which could hold the solutions for the problems 

after having best match cases to the problems at hand. Appendix II shows the description of 

case attributes regarding name, data type, weight and local and global similarity.   

Attributes which are considered to be most significance attributes to the problem domain 

like current-medication, signs and symptoms, and laboratory results have the highest weight 

value 0.9, 0.9 and 0.8 respectively. On the other hand, significant attributes including co-

infection and chronic illness, co-medication, CD4 count and viral load have medium weight 

values 0.7, 0.7, 0.6 and 0.6 respectively as compared to other attributes like duration since 

initiation of ART, age and sex of the patient. The assignment of weights to attributes 

indicates that how often physician use those attributes for recommendations to treat patients 

with regard to the adverse of HIV/AIDS case. In local similarity, two attributes have interval 

local similarity while the rest of them have equal local similarity. All attributes except age, 

CD4 count, viral load and duration since initiations of ART which are integer type, the rest 

of them defined as string. 

Once case structures are configured in COLIBRI Studio, CBR system must access the stored 

cases in an efficient way. COLIBRI Studio splits the problem of case base management in 

two separate related concerns: persistency mechanisms through connectors and in-memory 

organization [73].   

A connector is an object, which has the ability to access and retrieve cases from a specific 

case persistency when given case structure, and give those cases to the CBR system in a 

uniform way. Because of this, COLIBRI Studio can deal with any case persistency as long 

as a connector is provided [73].  

For this research, a plain text connector was used and configured. Hence, the connector helps 

to map the case structure to the column from the plain text files which is stored in the case-

base using feature-value representation format. Connector has also saved in XML file 

similar to case structure. In configuring the connectors, an important task is to specify the 

paths of the case structure and text files. In this regard, the file path shows the path to the 
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text file that contains the case-base and the delimiters characters that separate the values in 

the file.   

4.4.2.1. Managing Tasks   

For the development of case based clinical decision support system for PLWHA who face 

ADR, the researcher used core package tasks such as Pre-Cycle, main CBR cycle and Post 

Cycle.  

Pre-Cycle: task gets all the cases in case base. Therefore, it is necessary to define path of 

connector in its subtask. There is only one subtask called obtain case task and it is used to 

retrieve data from case base before the execution of the main CBR cycle.   

Main CBR cycle is the main task of CBR cycle and it has sub tasks. The developer has to 

give path of case structure in it. It knows number of case attributes that are available. It is 

called obtain query task. In addition to obtain query task, there are other significant tasks 

under the main CBR cycle. These are retrieve tasks, reuse tasks, revise task and retain tasks.   

 Retrieve tasks used to retrieve case(s) from the stored case base. Retrieve tasks also 

decomposed in to different subtasks. The subtasks include select working cases task, 

compute similarity task and select the best case.  

– Select working-cases task: This sub task of retrieval task selects working-cases 

from case base and stores them into current context.  

– Compute similarity tasks. It is used to compute the similarity of cases between 

the previous stored cases in the case-base to the input query.  

– Select best case. It returns best cases from case-base which has more degree of 

similarity to the input query. When the descriptions of a new case are input, the 

system calculates the similarities of previous cases in the case-base and only 

those cases whose similarity values are equal to a threshold set by the user in the 

case retrieval task were retrieved. The similarity function involves in computing 

the similarity between the query and case, and selects the nearest similar case to 

the query. Thus, JCOLIBRI uses the nearest neighbor algorithms as a case 

retrieval technique. Nearest-neighbor algorithms used to measure the similarity 

between the source case and queries, and return the search results in their ranking 

order. For each attribute in the query and case, a local similarity function 

measures the similarity between two simple attribute values.  Based on the 
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matching weighted sum features from those simple attributes, the similarity score 

between the queries and cases for each simple attribute is assigned. Finally, the 

average score of each attribute between the case and the query are computed and 

the result is assigned to the object (similarity between the case and query). The 

maximum degree of similarity among the retrieved cases is displayed according 

to their ranking order.   

 Reuse tasks enable to reuse previously stored cases. It has three subtasks such as 

prepare cases for adaptation task, atomic reuse task and reuse task. Prepare cases for 

adaptation task select cases from case base and stores them into context. Here also 

specifying the path of case structure in this method is needed. Atomic reuse task 

should be resolved by reuse resolution method.   

 Revise task is the evaluation stage about the selected solution in reuse phase. After 

selecting the most similar cases from the retrieved results, the solution for the 

problem should be confirmed and validated by domain expert before the solution is 

stored for future use.   

 Retain tasks also used to CBR case retention on a persistence layer. It has also its 

own subtasks like select cases to store task and store cases task. Select cases to store 

task give authentication to the user for storing case. The store cases task enables to 

store case(s) into the case base. The last task in managing tasks in jCOLIBRI is 

PostCycle.  

Post Cycle task have only one sub task called close connectors task, which is usually 

executed after the main CBR cycle. Its main task is to close a connection between case base 

and GUI.  

To integrate RBR module (implemented by SWI prolog) with CBR module COLIBRI 

Studio, Eclipse IDE Version: 3.7.0 with JDK 8.0 is used.  

Before integrating with RBR module of the system, the researcher creates cbr java packages 

and then create class for CBRApplication and create case structure configuration using 

simple GUI wizard that is provided by COLIBRI studio. After case structure configuration, 

the next step could be defining textual connector for description & solution attributes on 

COLIBRI Studio. Then similarity configuration is performed.  
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The second layer of Case Base management is the data structure used to organize the cases 

once loaded into memory. The CBR methods to access the cases in-memory organization of 

the cases is jcolibri.cbrcore.CBRCaseBase method should be imported. In-memory 

organization has four different types of structure: jcolibri.casebase.LinealCaseBase: Basic 

Lineal Case Base that stores cases into a List. jcolibri.casebase.CachedLinealCaseBase: 

Cached case base that only persists cases when closing the application. 

jcolibri.casebase.IDIndexedLinealCaseBase: Extension of LinealCaseBase that also keeps 

an index of cases using their IDs. jcolibri.casebase.KDtreeCaseBase: KD Tree case base that 

stores cases into a kd tree. 

The system has the capability of retrieve, reuse, revise and retain cases. The retrieval task 

starts with a new case description and ends when it gets best matching similar case of ADR 

sign and symptom degree of severity has been found in the case base. As users enter case 

description (query) through interface, the system searches the best matching cases from the 

case base and return possible solution in ranked order to the problems described in the query. 

If exact matching occurred in between the query and cases in the case base, users can directly 

derive the solution or if the similarity or matching is partial, then adaptation, revision and 

reuse tasks are done to make the proposed solution best for the problem at hand. At last, that 

best-modified solution to the problem stored to the case base for future use.   

4.4.3. Using Prototype system for diagnosis process   

In this study, the conditional combination of RBR and CBR took place by using Java eclipse 

IDE Version: 3.7.0 with JDK 8 to combine the two mechanisms. The decision and 

recommendation process is undertaken by interacting with the user through GUI (menus, 

buttons, text Felds …). The system presents a form filing for rule base and questions 

containing attributes with their values for case based. The user is expected to fill/select all 

required fields and buttons. Once the first reasoning i.e., RBR recommend based on user 

data by comparing with values that are stored in knowledge base (prolog), and then display 

the result.  If the RBR does not give recommendation, the query directly move to the CBR 

and the CBR measure similarity, retrieve cases, display result, adopts cases, refine/revise 

case and retain at the end [73].   
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Figure 4-3: User Interface of the Hybrid reasoning KBCDSS 

As clearly stated above, the first reasoning of the integration is RBR. So, figure 5-3 shows 

us, the user interface contains some attributes that are used by acquired rule from primary 

and secondary source and implemented by SWI Win-Prolog Programming Language. The 

rules use attributes that are filed /selected by user to determine degree of severity and 

recommend possible solution of ADR cases.   

On the above interface, it allows the user to fill different text fields, check different check 

boxes and select the radio button as per patient compliant and hit the “consult” button, if the 

condition is satisfied, the degree of severity and recommendation were display at the 

recommendation tab space as shown below in figure 5-4. 
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Figure 4-4: A Hybrid reasoning KBCDSS displaying degree of severity and 

recommendation. 

 

Figure 4-5: User interface of Hybrid reasoning KBCDSS showing the RBR cannot classify 

and recommend using rule base reasoning 
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As shown in the above figure 5-5, if the selected or filled attribute is not in knowledge base 

(prolog rule library). The RBR asks or give a privilege to consult the CBR. Hybrid reasoning 

KBCDSS displays “The RBR is not able to classify ADR case of your patient. Please consult 

the CBR.” message dialog box. If “yes” is selected it automatically goes to the CBR query 

dialog box. The CBR query interface is displayed automatically and provide an option to fill 

or select information, and sign and symptom, then classify sign and symptom of your patient 

who face ADR after initiation of ART medication.  

 

Figure 4-6:  The query interface of the CBR module  

The CBR, Consider the value of the attributes, retrieve cases, measure similarity and display 

the degree of severity of patient and recommendation. After solution is displayed retain and 

adapt is also took place.  
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Figure 4-7:  The result interface of the CBR module 

 Evaluation of the Prototype  

After the prototype is implemented by integrating Prolog (Programming in Logic) using 

SWIProlog editor tool, COLIBRI studio CBR tool and java using eclipse IDE Version: 3.7.0 

with JDK 8.0 tool, ultimately every knowledge-based system must be tested and evaluated 

to ensure that whether the performance of the system is accurate and the system is usable by 

the end-users.  

The scope of testing and evaluation that is accomplished and the significance involved to it 

relies on the size, complexity, and other features of the knowledge-based system. As the aim 

of testing and evaluation of the knowledge-based system is to assure that the prototype 

system does what it is required to do, we can test and evaluate a knowledge-based system as 

long as we already understand what to expect. Therefore, in this study testing and evaluation 

of the prototype system has two aspects. These are system performance testing, and user 

acceptance testing.  

In system performance testing section, a number of patient case are selected by the researcher 

in order to test the accuracy of the prototype system. The correct and incorrect decisions are 

identified by comparing decisions made by domain experts on the patient’s history and with 

the conclusions of the prototype system.  
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Under user acceptance testing section, the process of ensuring that whether the prototype 

system satisfies the requirements of its end-users is performed. This permits end-users to test 

the prototype system by actually using it and evaluating the benefits received from its use.  

4.5.1. System Performance Testing  

System performance testing is the process of determining whether the prototype system is 

correct, that is whether it meets the level of accuracy as required. It confirms whether the 

right prototype system has been built.  

This testing method is applied to evaluate the performance of the prototype system using the 

parameters precision, recall/ Sensitivity, F-measure and Specificity. These three parameters 

are used in order to measure the accuracy of the prototype system.  

In this study, one doctors; two nurses and one pharmacist are selected from Debre Birhan 

Referral Hospital ART dep’t for the purpose of system performance testing. The criteria for 

selecting the evaluators is because of the fact that doctors, nurses and pharmacist work 

directly in managing ADR case of PLWHA. Sixteen patient’s test cases are distributed 

equally to the evaluators that is four patients’ test cases for each evaluator.   

The test cases include samples of ADR case of PLWHA instances are prepared by experts 

to test the system. The instances include 10 attributes with their respective values. The test 

cases, which are un classified ADR case instances are delivered to domain experts to label 

them as Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3 and Grade 4. Considering the different factors, the 

researcher prepared only 16 test cases/instances for system performance testing. Attributes 

of instances with their respective values describe ADR of PLWHA. Based on the attributes 

and their respective value, domain experts classified the instances. These set of test instances 

are provided to hybrid KBCDSS and the outputs are compared to the domain experts 

judgment. 
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Performance of this prototype system is usually evaluated using the data in the matrix. Table 

5-2 below shows the confusion matrix for a four-class, “Grade 1”, “Grade 2”, “Grade 3” 

and “Grade 4”.  

HKBCDSS Decision   N=16  

Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Class name  

Experts Suggestion  

4 1 0 1  Grade 1 

0 3 0  0  Grade 2 

0 0 4 0 Grade 3 

0 0 0 3 Grade 4 

Table 4-2: Confusion matrix of the prototype system 

The entries in the confusion matrix as shown in table 5-2 have the following meaning in the 

context of this study. Accordingly, of the total 16 diagnosed patient’s cases in the first 

column shows 4 diagnosed patients cases are correctly classified as “Grade 1” out of 4 

diagnosed patient’s cases and no patient case is incorrectly classified. The second column 

shows, of the total 4 diagnosed patient’s cases 3 diagnosed patients’ cases are classified as 

“Grade 2‟ and 1 diagnosed patient’s cases are incorrectly classified. In the third, of the total 

4 diagnosed patient’s cases 4 diagnosed patients’ cases are classified as “Grade 3‟. And lastly 

fourth column shows, of the total 4 diagnosed patient’s cases 3 diagnosed patients’ cases are 

classified as “Grade 4‟ and 1 diagnosed patient’s cases are incorrectly classified. 

In general, from 16 diagnosed patient’s cases 14 diagnosed patient’s cases are classified 

correctly as Grade 1, 2, 3, 4 and 2 diagnosed patient’s cases are classified incorrectly  

The result shows that the prototype system registers 87.5% accuracy in managing ADR of 

PLVHA patients. As the accuracy result shows the prototype system has almost similar 

judgment skill like the domain experts in managing ADR of PLVHA patients. This result is 

encouraging for using the system prototype for managing ADR of PLVHA who start ART 

medication, and providing respective advice for domain experts who did not have much 

experience and support for those who are experienced.    
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Table 5-3 presents the detailed accuracy by class that include the true positive rate (TP rate), 

false positive rate (FP rate), precision (P), recall(R) and F-measure.  

Class names  TP Rate  FP Rate  Precision  Recall/Sensitivity  F-Measure  specificity 

Grade 1 67% 0% 100% 67% 80.00% 100.00% 

Grade 2 100% 8% 75% 100% 85.71% 91.67% 

Grade 3 100% 0% 100% 100% 100.00% 100.00% 

Grade 4 100% 8% 75% 100% 85.71% 91.67% 

Weighted average  91.67% 4.17% 87.50% 91.67% 87.86% 95.83% 

Over all Accuracy 87.50% 

Table 4-3: Detailed accuracy of the prototype system 

As shown in table 5-3, the type of patient status that are correctly classified out of all 

PLWHA who face ADR after initiation of ART medication shows that “Grade 1”, “Grade 2”, 

“Grade 3” and “Grade 4” scores a weighted average of 91.67% TP Rate, 91.67% recall, 

87.50% precision, 87.86% F-Measure, 95.83% Specificity and False Positive rate of the 

prototype is 4.17%.   

According to the domain experts, there are some problem for justifying patient as “Grade 

1”, “Grade 2”, “Grade 3”, and “Grade 4” due to several reasons such as personal factors, 

ARV drug side effect, human biological factor, domain experts experience level and senses, 

co-medication or opportunistic infection and resource. Those factors affect patients who has 

medium risk level. The domain expert may decide differently using expertise level 

experiences and other factors listed above. On the other hand, the following factor may 

influence the domain expert decision as “Grade 1”, “Grade 2”, “Grade 3”, or “Grade 4”:   

 Considering social factors like stigma which leads a patient unable to follow up and 

refill drug regularly;   

 When number of ART patient increase proper care and follow up decrease  so 

patient’s condition worsens;    

 Other medical problems that may complicate or cause the current problem to worsen; 

and   

 Due to the domain expert experience level, frustration on the risk and complication 

happened in the near future or predicting what most likely were happen because of 

patient’s condition and in what time frame?  
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This shows the decision made by one domain expert is vary to the decision made by another 

domain expert. Therefore, this is the reason why the prototype system didn’t register high 

performance.    

4.5.2. User Acceptance Testing  

User acceptance testing is usually a crucial factor in the success of a knowledge-based 

system. Irrespective of how accurate the performance measures are, how complete the 

system may be, or how trustworthy the knowledge-based system is, all development may be 

useless if the knowledge based system is not acceptable by end-users.  

For the purpose of user acceptance testing, one doctors; two nurses, two case manager 

workers and one pharmacist are selected from Debre Birhan Referral hospital ART dep’t 

because all this domain experts are involved in managing ADR of PLWHA. Every domain 

expert evaluator offers various patients history test to the prototype system and search 

decisions made by the prototype system. The evaluators assess the accuracy of the prototype 

system by using the following standards, these are:   

 Simplicity of use and interact with the prototype system,  

 Attractiveness of the prototype system,   

 Efficiency in time, the accuracy of the prototype system in giving recommendation 

on given patient ADR compliant as “Grade 1”, “Grade 2”, “Grade 3” or “Grade 4”, 

 Including adequate knowledge in the prototype system,   

 The ability of the prototype system in making the right decision and 

recommendations,  

 The importance of the prototype system in the domain area.   

These evaluation standards are customized from Seblewongel [50], and Questionnaire for 

User Interface Satisfaction [74]. The questionnaires used to test the performance of the 

prototype system by domain experts is found in appendix III.  

The researcher fixed values for each attributes of the questionnaire for the purpose of 

evaluating the performance of the prototype system on the side of the end-users. The values 

for all attributes are fixed as: Excellent = 5, Very good = 4, Good = 3, Fair = 2 and Poor = 

1. This allows the domain experts to put their values for each criteria of evaluation. Table 5-

4 below illustrates the outcomes achieved after evaluation by domain experts.  
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1  Simplicity to use and interact with the prototype system   0  0  0  1  5  

2  Attractiveness of the prototype system   0  0  1  1  4  

3  Efficiency in time   0  0  1  1  4  

4  The accuracy of the prototype system in giving decision and 

recommendation on given patient ADR compliant as “Grade 1”, 

“Grade 2”, “Grade 3” or “Grade 4” 

0  1  1  0  4  

5  Including adequate knowledge about ADR management in the 

prototype system   

0  0  2  3  1  

6  The prototype system enables us to perform tasks in a straight 

forward manner  

0  0  1  0  5  

7  The ability of the prototype system to prevent error making by user   0  0  0  2  4  

8  The prevention message displayed when user make a mistake are 

suitable  

0  0  0  1  5  

9  The ability of the prototype system in making right decision and 

recommendation    

0  0  1  2  3  

10  Importance of the prototype system in the domain area   0  0  0  1  5  

   Total average = 4.52 (90.33%)   

Table 4-4: Performance evaluation of HKBCDSS by domain experts 

As shown in the above table 5-4, 83.33% of the evaluators scored the simplicity to use and 

interact with the prototype system criteria of evaluation as excellent and 16.67% as very 

good. The second evaluation criteria, attractiveness of the prototype system showed that 

66.67% as excellent, 16.67% as very good, and 16.67% as good. In the efficiency of the 

prototype system with respect to time criteria of evaluation, 66.67% of the evaluators scored 

as excellent, 16.67% as very good, and the rest 16.67% as good.   

Moreover,66.67% of the evaluators gave the prototype system an excellent score with regard 

to the accuracy of the HKBCDSS prototype system in reaching a decision to classify 

PLWHA who face ADR after starting ARV medication as “Grade 1”, “Grade 2” , “Grade 3” 

and “Grade 4”, 16.67% as good and 16.67% as fair. And when asked if the prototype system 

included adequate knowledge about managing ADR, 16.67% of the evaluators rated the 

prototype system as excellent, 50% as very good and 33.33% as good. 83.33% of the 

evaluators rated as excellent when asked the prototype system perform task in 

straightforward manner and 16.67 as good.   
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The mistake prevention feature of the prototype system evaluated 66.67% as excellent and 

33.33% as very good. 83.33% of the evaluators scored the prototype system displayed 

message when user make error criteria of evaluation as excellent and 16.67% as very good. 

The ability of the prototype system in making right decision and recommendations criteria 

was scored by half of the evaluators as excellent while 33.33% and 16.67% of the evaluators 

scored it with very good and good respectively.   

The final criterion evaluates importance of the prototype system in the domain area.  This 

criterion is included to measure the extent to which KBS is important in the area of 

HIV/ADIS ADR case management. Accordingly, 83.33% of the evaluators gave the 

prototype system excellent while 16.67% rated the prototype system as very good. This 

implies that the contribution of developing KBS is important in the area of HIV/ADIS ADR 

case diagnosis, and management after diagnosis result and advice user in this domain. 

Finally, the average performance of the prototype system according to the evaluation results 

filled by the domain experts is 4.52 out of 5 or 90.33% which is above very good.  

The domain expert give suggestion so as to improve the prototype. Domain expert especially 

case managers want to insert their queries to the user interface in their local language and 

also want the decisions provided by the system in their local language so as to understand 

the decisions made by the system.    

 Discussion of Results   

As pointed out in sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, the accuracy of the prototype system is 87.5% 

and the performance evaluation result by the domain experts is 90.33%, respectively. The 

overall performance of the prototype system is 88.92%.  

During the study, there were also challenges that the researcher came across to develop a 

prototype hybrid knowledge-based clinical decision support system for managing ADR of 

PLWHA who start ARV medication. These challenges limited the prototype system to 

register a better performance. These challenges are:  

 According to the domain experts, there are some problem for classifying case of 

PLWHA who face ADR after initiating ARV medication as “Grade 1”, “Grade 2” , 

“Grade 3”  and “Grade 4” due to several reason such as personal factors, ARV drug 

side effect, human biological factor, domain experts experience level and senses, co-
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medication or opportunistic infection and resource. This shows the decision made by 

one domain expert is vary to the decision made by another domain expert. Due to 

this reason, the prototype system didn’t register high performance.  

 Even though the four common grading of side effect of ARV drug are Grade 1 which 

is short-lived or mild discomfort no medical intervention/therapy required, Grade 2 

which is some assistance may be needed no or minimal medical   intervention/therapy 

required, Grade 3 which is some assistance  usually required medical 

intervention/therapy required, hospitalization possible, and Grade 4 which is 

significant assistance required significant medical intervention and therapy is 

required or rest home care, and the common type of side effect of ARV drug and 

related knowledge are included based on guideline and expert advice are 

incorporated in this study, the evaluators suggested to include knowledge about 

single ARV drug substation and managing opportunistic infection or chronic illness 

of PLVHA who start ARV medication. Due to this reason, two evaluators replied as 

good rating value for evaluation criteria including adequate knowledge about 

managing ADR in the prototype system.  

 The prototype system calculates the degree of severity of sign and symptom of 

PLWHA who face ADR after initiating ARV medication to make a decision, is a 

patient degree of severity as Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3, or Grade 4 using 

ACTG/PACTG score. But this have a limitation to account for co-medication and 

personal factor, for making consistent decisions. This fact on hand, the prototype 

system out of 16 patients 2 of the patients classified incorrectly. That is why, one 

evaluator replied as fair rating values for evaluation criteria accuracy of the prototype 

system in reaching a decision as Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3, or Grade 4.    

 Hard to integrate the RBR and CBR modules as there is no suitable integration tool 

that support both RBR and CBR 

 The rule base module is done by SWI-prolog editor tool, GUI developed by java 

using eclipse IDE Version: 3.7.0 with JDK 8.0 tool. This two are integrated by JPL 

library.  JPL is a bi-directional interface either calling java object from prolog or 

calling prolog fact and rule from java side. However, complex queries in java to 

prolog have to be coded manually by concatenating strings containing the specific 

prolog code. But Strings usually do not benefit from auto completion nor pre-compile 

time checking.   
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The performance of the system was compared with the following previously conducted 

researches.  

Authors 

Name 

Title Tool   Methods 

Used  

Performance evaluation  

Recall  Precision  

Seblwongel  

[50] 

Prototype Knowledge-

Based System for Anxiety 

Mental Disorder Diagnosis  

Swi- Prolog Rule-based 

reasoning  

No  85% 

Henok [62] A Case-Based Reasoning 

Knowledge Based System 

for Hypertension 

Management 

Python 2.6 case-based 

reasoning 

86.1%  60% 

Alemu [23] A Case-Based Approach for 

Designing Knowledge Base 

System for Addis Resource 

Center (ARC): 

JCOLIBRI case-based 

reasoning 

72%  63% 

A Hybrid knowledge based clinical 

decision support system using Rule based 

and Case based reasoning for HIV patient 

who start ART medication: (HKBCDSS) 

Swi-Prolog, 

COLIBRI 

studio and 

java 

Rule and 

case based 

reasoning  

91.67% 87.5% 

Table 4-5: Performance evaluation with previous researches 

As shown in Table 5-5 above, the results were compared with previously conducted 

researches using recall and precision. For example, Seblwongel [50] was conducted a 

research on Anxiety Mental Disorder and evaluated using domain experts. So, the average 

result showed very good (85%). Henok [62] conducted research on Hypertension 

Management cases using CBR, the system showed encouraging results which is 86.1% and 

60% recall and precision respectively as evaluated by domain experts. Similarly, the result 

of case based reasoning alone as reported by Alemu [23] registers 86.1% and 60% recall and 

precision respectively and overall performance is 87%.   

As per the hypothesis and experimental result of this research, the combination of RBR and 

CBR perform better recommendation/clinical decision for managing ADR case of PLWHA. 

Generally, all the evaluation and testing results of the prototype show encouraging finding 

for further research work to fully implement and apply hybrid knowledge base clinical 

decision support systems for managing ADR case of PLWHA in DBRH.    
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CHAPTER FIVE   

5. Conclusion and Recommendation  

 Conclusion   

Research using combined reasoning system is potentially useful in medical domain, 

HIV/AIDS, in particular. This research output provides useful information for physician to 

support decision in managing ADR of PLWHA cases. RBR can be used as a rule library and 

CBR can be used as a corporate memory system for retaining the valuable experience of 

physicians which can provide insight and consistence in solving new problems. There are 

different ways of treating and diagnosing ADR of PLWHA. Among the methods used to 

treating and diagnosis. Rule base and case base reasoning Knowledge Based System (KBS) 

are most wildly used. The integration of RBR and CBR is a new research area for different 

applications especial in HIV/ADIS.   

In this work, a hybrid reasoning system for managing ADR case of PLWHA has been 

designed. The combination of two reasoning systems, i.e. Rule Based Reasoning (RBR) and 

Case Based Reasoning (CBR) system is employed to assists health-care workers in providing 

advice and treatment to individual HIV cases. For this purpose, the knowledge was acquired 

from DBRH experts through interview, document analysis and recorded cases; decision tree 

modeling technique was employed in order to model the knowledge of domain experts and 

production rule is used to construct rule based reasoning. 155 cases have been used to train 

the CBR module and 16 cases are used to test the hybrid knowledge-based-Clinical decision 

support system for PLWHA who face ADR proposed in this research work.  

After independently developing a RBR and CBR systems, the integration of the two 

reasoning systems took place. The method of integration used is a conditional integration 

model, which has a controller in between RBR and CBR. The controller or user interface is 

developed by Java eclipse programming language. In the integrated system, the first 

reasoning system that first treat a new query is RBR system.   If RBR model gets a rule that 

exactly matches with the new query, it gives solutions and the solution is accepted as correct 

solution. If not, it automatically forward to the CBR system. The CBR model includes case 

retrieval; the similarity measuring stage, reuse; which allows domain expert to transfer 
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retrieval case solution to suit for the current case, revise; to test the solution and retain to 

store the confirmed solution to the case base for future use.  

The performance of the system shows that it achieves 87.5% accuracy with an average 

Precision and Recall of 87.5% and 91.67% respectively. User acceptance testing also shows 

on the average 90.33% (excellent) acceptance. This shows the prototype has registered a 

promising result.  

The strength of this study is the reasoning system to recommend degree of severity and 

possible solution in a combined manner so that the probability of getting accurate 

recommendation from the prototype system is high. In combination of RBR and CBR, due 

to their interchangeable nature, they provides effective knowledge representation, problem 

solving power, and exceeding one‘s weakness with the other. The outcome of the 

complementary nature of the reasoning systems also proposed here for managing ADR. The 

prototype act as both as a decision support system for less experienced clinicians and also as 

a second opinion for experts.  The weakness of the proposed system is it is not automatically 

integrated, to accept query and automatically distribute the query for both reasoning systems 

at the same time, compare the results of the independent reasoning and to one best solution.  

In general, the combination of rule-based and case-based reasoning methods has shown a 

substantial improvement with regards to performance over the individual methods. But, 

further investigation is required regarding the usage of large case, including advisory system 

with the combined system, integrating the system with data mining to automatically generate 

hidden rule, classify and diagnosis, to enhance the user interface to include the option of 

using both local and international language and updateability of the knowledge base.  
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 Recommendation  

As explained in the previous section, the goals of the research have been achieved. 

Nevertheless, and as expected, improvements and open issues are still pending since there is 

always a room for improvement. Thus, the next tasks is to recommend some potential 

problem areas which are uncovered by this research. 

The following recommendations have been made based on this study:  

 The use of nearest algorithm leads to the retrieval time increasing linearly with the 

number of cases and it has also returned the nearest match even though dissimilarities 

between the source and new input cases. In the future work, it is recommended to 

use other retrieval algorithms such as template retrieval that returns all cases that fit 

within certain parameters. 

 The health service domain, particularly in HIV/AIDS is an active area to be 

investigated using artificial intelligence. Though a prototype has been developed in 

this research to the adverse drug reaction/side effect of ARV medication, there are 

still other potential areas which need further investigation in HIV/AIDS; like drug to 

drug interaction, opportunistic infection diseases, prevention of mother to child 

transmission (PMTCT), laboratory result investigation and others. 

 Further combinations such as Knowledge base with data mining can be used to 

improve the decision accuracy and to reduce the rate of false negative and false 

positive classification.  

 Further study is needed to enhance user interface of the prototype by adding local 

language.  
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Appendix I 
Interview questions that were asked during the interview with domain Experts 

1. What is adherence? Can poor adherence cause ADR? How? 

2. What are the problems usually encountered in managing PLWHA? 

3. What are the most frequently side effects that arise due to ARV for those 

PLWHA? 

4. What are the important factors that you take into account when making 

recommendations for patients who are suffering from adverse drug reaction? 

5. What are the parameters that should be taken into account in recommending 

adverse drug reaction for PLWHA associated to ARV? 

6. What are the common symptoms of adverse drug reaction as a result of ARV? 

7. Do you try to use advice through retrieving past recommended cases that could 

help for current new patient case? 

8. How much useful be experienced in treating using pervious decision cases 

which is similar to the current new patient case situations at hand? 

9. What are the most frequently occurring HIV cases that you face? 

10. Drug toxicity is one of the factors that can help health-care workers to decide 

the ARV therapy to continue or not. How can you determine levels of drug 

toxicity? 

11. What are the causes of regimen failures? How it can be ensured whether the 

treatment has failed or not? 

12. Can you explain the different Opportunistic Infections (OIs) diseases you know 

including their symptoms, control mechanism and how to manage them? 

13. How do you manage acute OIs in patients receiving ART? 

14. What procedures do you follow to treat an HIV patient when he/she is suffering 

with the prescribed regimen? 
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Appendix II 
Attribute description with their data type 

Description attributes 

Name  Data types  weight  Local similarity  

Current-medication  string  0.9  Equal  

Signs &Symptoms  string  0.9  Equal  

Laboratory results    string  0.8  Equal  

Co-infection & chronic illness  string  0.7  Equal   

Co-medication  string  0.7  Equal  

CD4count  integer  0.6  Interval  

Viral Load integer 0.6 interval 

Duration since initiation ART  integer  0.5  Interval  

Age of patient  integer  0.4  Equal  

Sex of patient  string  0.4  Equal  

Solution Attribute  

Recommendations  string  1.0  Average  
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Appendix III  

The importance of this evaluation form is to evaluate to what extent the prototype system is 

usable by domain experts. I would like to thank for your cooperation and valuable 

information.  

The values for all attributes in the following table are fixed as: Excellent = 5, Very good = 4, 

Good = 3, Fair = 2 and Poor = 1. Please put “” symbol on the available space for the 

corresponding attribute values for each criteria of evaluation. 

NO. Criteria of evaluation p
o
o
r 

F
a
ir

 

G
o
o
d

 

V
er

y
 g

o
o
d

 

E
x
ce

ll
en

t 

1  Simplicity to use and interact with the prototype system             

2  Attractiveness of the prototype system             

3  Efficiency in time             

4  The accuracy of the prototype system in giving decision 

and recommendation on given patient ADR compliant as 

“Grade 1”, “Grade 2”, “Grade 3” or “Grade 4” 

          

5  Including adequate knowledge about ADR management 

in the prototype system   

          

6  The prototype system enables us to perform tasks in a 

straight forward manner  

          

7  The ability of the prototype system to prevent error 

making by user   

          

8  The prevention message displayed when user make a 

mistake are suitable  

          

9  The ability of the prototype system in making right 

decision and recommendation    

          

10  Importance of the prototype system in the domain area             

 

“Thank you for your cooperation and time.” 
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Appendix IV  
A. Sample prolog code 

%========================= knowledge base implementation for HKBCDSS 
%================================================= variable declaration 
:- dynamic (compliant/1). 
:- dynamic (age/1). 
:- dynamic (sex/1). 
:- dynamic (cd4/1). 
:- dynamic (cd4a/1). 
:- dynamic (vloada/1). 
:- dynamic (vloadb/1). 
:- dynamic (dgree_of_severity/1). 
:- dynamic (prignant/1). 
:- dynamic (poorad/1). 
:- dynamic (contracept/1). 
:- dynamic (weight/1). 
:- dynamic (habits/1). 
:- dynamic (genetic/1). 
:- dynamic (comedeff/1). 
:- dynamic (signs/1). 
:- dynamic (effectsign/1). 
:- dynamic (tb/1). 
:- dynamic (lab/1). 
:- dynamic (omd/1). 
:- dynamic (efomd/1). 
%================================================= compliant due to ARV medication 
clear_store :- retract(compliant(_)),fail. 
clear_store. 
store(Compliant,X):- 
 assert(compliant(Compliant)) , 
 X='compliantdueto'. 
compliantdueto(Compliant,X):- 
((compliant(Compliant),Compliant=='arv', A1 is 1); 
(compliant(Compliant),Compliant=='other_medication', A1 is 2); 
(compliant(Compliant),Compliant=='personal_factor', A1 is 3)), Res is A1, 
((Res =1, X='arvdiagnose');(Res =2, X='othermed');(Res =3, X='patientdiagnose')). 
%================================================= compliant due to patient factor 
%================ check age child or adult 
clear_store1 :- retract(retract(age(_))),fail. 
clear_store1. 
store1(Age, X):- 
 assert(age(Age)), 
 X='checkage'. 
 checkage(Age,X):- 
((integer(Age), age(Age),Age<15, X='child');(integer(Age),age(Age),Age>=15,X='adult')). 
%================ check genetic abnormality 
clear_store2 :- retract(retract(genetic(_))),fail. 
clear_store2. 
store2(Genetic, X):- 
 assert(genetic(Genetic)), 
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 X='checkgen'. 
checkgen(Genetic,X):- 
((genetic(Genetic),Genetic=='yes', X=', so consider when you change ARV medication '); 
(genetic(Genetic),Genetic=='no', X='Your patient have no genetic abnormality')). 
%================ check personal habit 
clear_store3 :- retract(retract(habits(_))),fail. 
clear_store3. 
store3(Habits, X):- 
 assert(habits(Habits)), 
 X='checkhabit'. 
checkhabit(Habits,X):- 
((habits(Habits),Habits=='yes', X=', consult your patient to stop all bad habits because it may 
contradit with ARV medication and deacrease effecency of it.'); (habits(Habits),Habits=='no', X=' 
and has no personal habit.')). 
%================ check gender or sex 
clear_store4 :- retract(retract(sex(_))),fail. 
clear_store4. 
store4(Sex, X):- 
 assert(sex(Sex)), 
 X='checksex'. 
checksex(Sex,X):- 
((sex(Sex),Sex=='male', X='male');(sex(Sex),Sex=='female', X='productive')). 
%================ check pregnant status 
clear_store5 :- retract(retract(prignant(_))),fail. 
clear_store5. 
store5(Prignant, X):- 
 assert(prignant(Prignant)), 
 X='cproductive'. 
cproductive(Prignant,X):- 
((prignant(Prignant),Prignant=0, X='contraceptivestatus');(prignant(Prignant),Prignant=1, X=' She 
is prignant so you have consider to exclude EFV, or should be replaced by nevirapine and the 
other drugs should be continued. In case the pregnant mother has CD4 >250, triple NRTI are 
preferred (ABC, 3TC, ZDV).')). 
%================ check contraceptive status 
clear_store6 :- retract(retract(contracept(_))),fail. 
clear_store6. 
store6(Contracept, X):- 
 assert(contracept(Contracept)), 
 X='checkcontra'. 
checkcontra(Contracept,X):- 
((contracept(Contracept),Contracept==0, X=' Your patient does not use contraceptive method. 
but you have to recommend her to use condome when she have 
sex.');(contracept(Contracept),Contracept==1, X=' She use contraceptive method please 
recomend her to use double contraceptive like implanon with condome to avoid vairus 
replaication or new virus infection from her partner.')). 
%================ check treatment and poor adherance 
clear_store7 :- retract(cd4(_)),retract(cd4a(_)),retract(vload(_)),fail. 
clear_store7. 
store7(Cd4,Cd4a,Vload,X):- 
 assert(cd4(Cd4)), 
 assert(cd4a(Cd4a)), 
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 assert(vload(Vload)), 
 X='checkcd4vl'. 
checkcd4vl(Cd4,Cd4a,Vload,X):- 
((cd4(Cd4),Cd4<20, X='clinical'); 
(cd4a(Cd4a),Cd4a<Cd4, X='immunological'); 
(vload(Vload),Vload>=1000, X='virological'); (X='no')). 
%================ check clinical failure 
clear_store8 :- retract(cd4a(_)),fail. 
clear_store8. 
store8(Cd4a,X):- 
 assert(cd4a(Cd4a)), 
 X='clinical'. 
clinical(Cd4a,X):- 
((cd4a(Cd4a),Cd4a=<20, X='your patent face clinical failure with Grade3 degree of severity, so you 
have to consider switching regimen'); 
(cd4a(Cd4a),Cd4a>20, X='your patent has not face clinical failure,')). 
%================ check imunological failure 
clear_store9 :- retract(cd4(_)),retract(cd4a(_)),fail. 
clear_store9. 
store9(Cd4,Cd4a,X):- 
 assert(cd4(Cd4)), 
 assert(cd4a(Cd4a)), 
 X='immunological'. 
immunological(Cd4,Cd4a,X):- 
((cd4(Cd4),Cd4a<Cd4, X='your patent face immunological failure with Grade3 degree of severity, 
so you have to consider switching regimen'); 
(cd4a(Cd4a),Cd4a>Cd4, X='your patent has not face immunological failure,')). 
%================ check virological failure 
clear_store10 :- retract(cd4(_)),retract(cd4a(_)),retract(vloadb(_)),retract(vloada(_)),fail. 
clear_store10. 
store10(Cd4,Cd4a,Vloadb,Vloada,X):- 
 assert(cd4(Cd4)), 
 assert(cd4a(Cd4a)), 
 assert(vloadb(Vloadb)), 
 assert(vloada(Vloada)), 
 X='virological'. 
virological(Cd4,Cd4a,Vloadb,Vloada,X):- 
((vloada(Vloada),Vloada>=1000, X='your patent face virological failure with Grade3 degree of 
severity, so you have to consider switching regimen'); 
(Cd4a<Cd4,Vloadb<Vloada, X='pooradd'); 
(vloada(Vloada),Vloada<1000, X='your patent has not face virological failure,')). 
%================ check poor adherance 
clear_store11 :- retract(poorad(_)),fail. 
clear_store11. 
store11(Poorad,X):- 
 assert(poorad(Poorad)), 
 X='pooradd'. 
pooradd(Poorad,X):- 
((poorad(Poorad),Poorad=='incorrect_drug_combination_or_dose', X='your patient have poor 
adherance problem with Grade4 degree of severity, so consider to stop all drug.'); 
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(poorad(Poorad),Poorad=='incorrect_route_of_administration', X='your patient have poor 
adherance problem with Grade4 degree of severity, so consider to stop all drug.'); 
(poorad(Poorad),Poorad=='incorrect_duration_of_therapy', X='your patient have poor adherance 
with Grade4 degree of severity, so consider to stop all drug.'); 
(poorad(Poorad),Poorad=='inadequate_adherence', X='your patient have poor adherance 
problem with Grade4 degree of severity, so consider to stop all drug.'); 
(poorad(Poorad),Poorad=='not_listed', X='your patient have poor adherance problem, but reason 
of poor adherance is not identified')). 
%================ check OI 
clear_store12 :- retract(comedeff(_)),fail. 
clear_store12. 
store12(Comedeff,X):- 
 assert(comedeff(Comedeff)), 
 X='othermed'. 
othermed(Comedeff,X):- 
((comedeff(Comedeff),Comedeff=='tuberculosis', X='mgtuberculosis'); 
(comedeff(Comedeff),Comedeff=='hepatitis', X='mghepatitis'); 
(X='notlisted')). 
%================ check tuberculosis 
clear_store17 :- retract(cd4(_)),fail. 
clear_store17. 
store17(Cd4,X):- 
 assert(cd4(Cd4)), 
 X='mgtuberculosis'. 
mgtuberculosis(Cd4,X):- 
((cd4(Cd4),Cd4>200, X=' so start ARV treatment after finishes TB Treatment'); 
(cd4(Cd4),Cd4>50, X=' wait ARV treatment after finishes TB Treatment till cd4 count reaches 
above 200cell/mm3'); 
(cd4(Cd4),Cd4<50, X=' ARV drug started immediately')). 
%================ check hepatitis 
clear_store18 :- retract(lab(_)),fail. 
clear_store18. 
store18(Lab,X):- 
 assert(lab(Lab)), 
 X='mghepatitis'. 
mghepatitis(Lab,X):- 
((lab(Lab),Lab>=30, X='chhpmed')). 
%================ check other medication 
clear_store22 :- retract(omd(_)),fail. 
clear_store22. 
store22(Omd,X):- 
 assert(omd(Omd)), 
 X='chothermed'. 
chothermed(Omd,X):- 
((omd(Omd),Omd='co_trimoxazole', X='chctm'); 
(omd(Omd),Omd='isonized', X='chiso'); 
(omd(Omd),Omd='refampicine', X='chrefa'); 
(omd(Omd),Omd='ethambutol', X='cheth')). 
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B. Sample java code 

 
public Dbrhart() { 
        effectcom=""; 
  initialize(); 
  clock(); 
  consult(); 
  tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(1, false); 
  tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(2, false); 
 } 
public void consult(){ 
            String t1="consult('sampleART.pl')"; 
     Query q1=new Query(t1); 
     if(q1.hasSolution()) 
     { 
lblconsult.setForeground(Color.GREEN); 
lblconsult.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBorder(java.awt.Color.
GREEN)); 
lblconsult.setText("File Consulting Succeeded!!"); 
     } 
     else 
     { 
lblconsult.setForeground(Color.RED); 
lblconsult.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBorder(java.awt.Color.
RED)); 
lblconsult.setText("File Consulting failed!!"); 
     }} 
public void cbra() { 
   Object[] options = {"Yes","No" }; 
         int selected = JOptionPane.showOptionDialog(null,"<html>The RBR is not 
able to classify ADR case of your patient. <br>Please consult the CBR.</html>", 
"Information",JOptionPane.DEFAULT_OPTION,JOptionPane.INFORMATION_MESSAGE,null, 
options, options[0]); 
   if(selected==0)  
   {tarecomendation.setText(""); 
   tabbedPane.setSelectedIndex(2); 
     CBRApplication cb =new CBRApplication(); 
     tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(1, false); 
    tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(2, true); 
               cb.myCbs(); 
               try { 
                   redtext(); 
               } catch (IOException ex) {                   
Logger.getLogger(Dbrhart.class.getName()).log(Level.SEVERE, null, ex); 
               }} 
   else { 
    tarecomendation.setText(""); 
    tabbedPane.setSelectedIndex(0); 
    tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(1, false); 
    tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(2, false); 
   }} 
 
void validation(){ 
if(cbCompliant.getSelectedItem()=="-Select-"||cbCompliant.getSelectedIndex()==-
1){ JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "<html>Please select cause of ADR of 
your patient</html>","Error", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE); 
cbCompliant.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBorder(java.awt.Color
.red)); } 
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else if(cbCompliant.getSelectedItem()=="ARV"){  
         r="store"+ob+compliant+w+X+eb; 
         res=compliantdue(r);  
         ARVaction();} 
else if(cbCompliant.getSelectedItem()=="Other_medication”){ 
compliant=cbCompliant.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
         r="store"+ob+compliant+w+X+eb; 
         res11=compliantdue(r);  
         Othermedactionp();} 
else{ 

r="store"+ob+compliant+w+X+eb; 
  res=compliantdue(r);  
       patientaction(res);} 
 
void ARVaction(){ 
String grade="",cf="",gen="",gn="",hab="",ca=null,hb=" and your patient is 
child (<15 year) & has no personal habit"; 

r="compliantdueto"+ob+compliant+w+X+eb; 
            res=compliantdue(r); 
            r="store1"+ob+age+w+X+eb; 
            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
            if("checkage".equals(res1)) 
            {   r="checkage"+ob+age+w+X+eb; 
                res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                if("child".equals(res1)){ 
                     ca=" -> First tell his/her parent to properly follow and 
give ARV medication regularly based on the instruction, ";} 
                else{ 
                    //check personal habit 
                    habit=cbHabit.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
                    r="store3"+ob+habit+w+X+eb; 
                    res3=checkpatientp(r); 
                    if("checkhabit".equals(res3)) 
                    { r="checkhabit"+ob+habit+w+X+eb; 
                      res3=checkpatientp(r); 
                      if(" and has no personal habit.".equals(res3)){ 
                        hb=res3; hab="";} 
                        else{hab=", and your patient have bad 
habits/personalities like: "+tFhabit.getText().trim(); 
                        hb=res3;} 
                    } 
ca=" -> First tell your patient to properly take his/her ARV medication 
regularly with the right amount (Dose & frequencey). "; 
                    //check genetic abnormality 
geneticabno=cbGenetic.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
                    r="store2"+ob+geneticabno+w+X+eb; 
                    res2=checkpatientp(r); 
                    if("checkgen".equals(res2)) 
                    {   r="checkgen"+ob+geneticabno+w+X+eb; 
                        res2=checkpatientp(r); 
                        if("Your patient have no genetic 
abnormality".equals(res2)){ gn=res2;  gen=""; } 
                        else{gn=res2; 
                        gen="Your patient have genetic abnormality on : 
"+tfgenetic.getText().trim();}}}} 
                cd4cbf= Integer.parseInt(tfCD4bf.getText().trim()); 
                cd4caf= Integer.parseInt(tfCD4af.getText().trim()); 
                viralloadbf= Integer.parseInt(tfVLbf.getText().trim()); 
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                viralloadaf= Integer.parseInt(tfVLaf.getText().trim()); 
            if("arvdiagnose".equals(res)){}//check compliant 
                
curentmedication=cbCM.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
                    if("arvdiagnose".equals(res)){//check sign and symptome 
                        //severity 
                        signsy=cbS1.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
                        r="store13"+ob+signsy+w+X+eb; 
                        res=checkpatientp(r); 
                        r="arvdiagnose"+ob+signsy+w+X+eb; 
                        res=checkpatientp(r); 
                        //grade=" \n"+res; 
severity=cbSS1.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
   int severityi=cbSS1.getSelectedIndex(); 
   grade=grade+" \n"+severityi; 
   if("check_fever".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                            r="store14"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_fever"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_diarrhea".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                            r="store15"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            //grade=" \n"+res; 
                            r="check_diarrhea"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res; } 
else if("check_rash_or_dermatitis".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & 
symptome 
                         r="store19"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_rash_or_dermatitis"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_reripheral_neuropathy".equals(res)){ 
                         r="store20"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                           r="check_reripheral_neuropathy"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_nausea".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                         r="store21"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_nausea"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_vomiting".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                         r="store26"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_vomiting"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_dyspnoea".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                         r="store27"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_dyspnoea"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
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                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_spot_urine".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                         r="store28"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_spot_urine"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_gross_haematuria".equals(res)){ 
                         r="store29"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_gross_haematuria"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_headache".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                         r="store30"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_headache"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("check_fatigue".equals(res)){//check severity of sign & symptome 
                         r="store31"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            r="check_fatigue"+ob+severityi+w+X+eb; 
                            res=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res;} 
else if("checkclilab".equals(res)){//check other lab 
r="store16"+ob+cd4cbf+w+cd4caf+w+viralloadbf+w+viralloadaf+w+X+eb; 
                            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
r="checkclilab"+ob+cd4cbf+w+cd4caf+w+viralloadbf+w+viralloadaf+w+X+eb; 
                            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res1; 
if("checkcd4".equals(res1)){//check cd4 
                            r="checkcd4"+ob+cd4caf+w+X+eb; 
                            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                            grade=res1; 
                            if("chvirall".equals(res1)){ 
                            r="chvirall"+ob+viralloadaf+w+X+eb; 
                            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                            if("checkotherlabaly".equals(res1)) { 
                       double olab=Double.parseDouble(tfOLR.getText().trim()); 
                              r="store32"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                                 res=checkpatientp(r); 
      if("Amylase_or_lipase"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()){  
                               r="checkamylase"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1;} 
                              else if("AST(SGOT)"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkast"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else if("ALT(SGPT)"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkalt"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else if("ALP"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkalp"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
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                              else if("Bilirubin"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkbilirubin"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else if("Creatinine"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()){ 
                               r="checkcreatinine"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else if("Hgb"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkhgb"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else if("ANC"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkanc"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else if("platelets"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checkplatelets"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else 
if("Triglycerides"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()) { 
                               r="checktriglycerides"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                             else if("Cholesterol"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()){ 
                               r="checkcholesterol"+ob+olab+w+X+eb; 
                               res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                               grade=res1; } 
                              else {cbra();} 
                                } 
                            else {grade=res1;}}}}} 
                    tarecomendation.append("\n Based on the information you 
provide \n========================================\n"+ 
                    ca+cf+"\n -> Your patient curent regimen 
is:\""+curentmedication+"\" \n -> "+gen+gn+hab+hb+"\n -> "+grade); 
        } 
 
void Othermedactionp() throws FileNotFoundException, IOException{ 
String ome="Your patient have \""+ 
cbCIn.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase() +"\" ", ca=null,omef="", 
reg="\n -> your patient curent regimen 
is:"+cbCM.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase()+"\n"; 
            if("compliantdueto".equals(res11)){ 
            r="compliantdueto"+ob+compliant+w+X+eb; 
            res11=compliantdue(r); 
            r="store1"+ob+age+w+X+eb; 
            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
            if("checkage".equals(res1)) 
            {   r="checkage"+ob+age+w+X+eb; 
                res1=checkpatientp(r); 
           if("child".equals(res1)){ 
                    ca=" -> First tell his/her parent to properly follow and 
give ARV medication regularly based on the instruction, ";} 
         else{ca=" -> First tell your patient to properly take his/her ARV 
medication regularly with the right amount (Dose & frequencey). ";}} 
        String ineffect=cbeeffcom.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
            String OI=cbCIn.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
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            String Om=cbCMed.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
            String Omeff=cbeeffcom.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
                effectcom=ineffect; 
                r="store12"+ob+OI+w+X+eb; 
                res12=checkothermedp(r); 
                r="othermed"+ob+OI+w+X+eb; 
                res12=checkothermedp(r); 
                if("mgtuberculosis".equals(res12)) { 
                 cd4caf= Integer.parseInt(tfCD4af.getText().trim()); 
                 r="store17"+ob+cd4caf+w+X+eb; 
                    res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                    r="mgtuberculosis"+ob+cd4caf+w+X+eb; 
                    res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                    ome=" -> "+ome+"and Cd4 count is: "+cd4caf+res17; 
                    r="store22"+ob+Om+w+X+eb; 
                    res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                    r="chothermed"+ob+Om+w+X+eb; 
                    res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                    if("chctm".equals(res17)) { 
                     r="store23"+ob+Omeff+w+X+eb; 
                        res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                        r="chctm"+ob+Omeff+w+X+eb; 
                        res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                        omef=res17;} 
                    else if("chiso".equals(res17)) { 
                     r="store24"+ob+Omeff+w+X+eb; 
                        res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                        r="chiso"+ob+Omeff+w+X+eb; 
                        res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                        omef=res17;}} 
                else if("mghepatitis".equals(res12)) { 
  if("-Select-"==cbLAB.getSelectedItem()||cbLAB.getSelectedIndex()==-1){ 
                  tabbedPane.setSelectedIndex(0); 
                  JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please select 
other LAB type","Error", JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE); 
cbLAB.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBorder(java.awt.Color.red));} 
                 else if(tfOLR.getText().trim().isEmpty()){ 
                  tabbedPane.setSelectedIndex(0); 
                  JOptionPane.showMessageDialog(null, "Please write 
other LAB result for the selected LAB type","Error", 
JOptionPane.ERROR_MESSAGE); 
                         
tfOLR.setBorder(javax.swing.BorderFactory.createLineBorder(java.awt.Color.red)); 
             tfOLR.setText("");tfOLR.grabFocus();} 
             else {  int lab= Integer.parseInt(tfOLR.getText().trim()); 
                   r="store18"+ob+lab+w+X+eb; 
                   res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                   r="mghepatitis"+ob+lab+w+X+eb; 
                   res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                   ome=" -> "+ome+"and ALT: "+lab+" U/L "; 
                   if("chhpmed".equals(res17)) { 
                          r="store25"+ob+Omeff+w+X+eb; 
                             res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                             r="chhpmed"+ob+Omeff+w+X+eb; 
                             res17=checkothermedp(r); 
                             omef=res17;}} } 
                else if("no".equals(res12)) {cbra();} 
                else {ome=" -> "+ome+res12;} } 
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        tarecomendation.append("\n Based on the information you provide 
\n========================================\n"+ca+reg+ome+omef);} 
         
private String patientaction(String re){ 
String 
pa="",cf="",gen="",hab="",pn="prignant",cn="contraceptive",sx="sex",ca=null,gn=
null,hb=" and your patient is child (<15 year) & has no personal habit"; 
            if("compliantdueto".equals(res)){ 
            r="compliantdueto"+ob+compliant+w+X+eb; 
            res=compliantdue(r); 
            //check age 
            r="store1"+ob+age+w+X+eb; 
            res1=checkpatientp(r); 
            if("checkage".equals(res1)) 
            {   r="checkage"+ob+age+w+X+eb; 
                res1=checkpatientp(r); 
                if("child".equals(res1)){ 
                     ca=" -> Tell his/her parent to properly follow and give 
ARV medication regularly based on the instruction, ";} 
                else{ 
                    //check personal habit 
                    habit=cbHabit.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
                    r="store3"+ob+habit+w+X+eb; 
                    res3=checkpatientp(r); 
                    if("checkhabit".equals(res3)) 
                    {   r="checkhabit"+ob+habit+w+X+eb; 
                        res3=checkpatientp(r); 
                       if(" and has no personal habit.".equals(res3)){ 
                             hb=res3;gen="";  hab="";} 
                        else{hab=", and your patient have bad 
habits/personalities like: "+tFhabit.getText().trim(); 
                        hb=res3; 
                        } 
                    } 
            ca=" -> Tell your patient to properly take his/her ARV medication 
regularly with the right amount (Dose & frequencey). ";}} 
            //check genetic abnormality 
            geneticabno=cbGenetic.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
            r="store2"+ob+geneticabno+w+X+eb; 
            res2=checkpatientp(r); 
            if("checkgen".equals(res2)) 
            {   r="checkgen"+ob+geneticabno+w+X+eb; 
                res2=checkpatientp(r); 
                if("Your patient have no genetic abnormality".equals(res2)){ 
                     gn=res2;  gen="";  
                } 
                else{gn=res2; 
                gen="Your patient have genetic abnormality on : 
"+tfgenetic.getText().trim(); 
                }} 
             //check gender or sex 
            sex=comboBoxsex.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase(); 
            r="store4"+ob+sex+w+X+eb; 
            res4=checkpatientp(r); 
            if("checksex".equals(res4)) 
            {   r="checksex"+ob+sex+w+X+eb; 
                res4=checkpatientp(r); 
                if("productive".equals(res4)){//check pregnant status 
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                     String inprest = 
BGprignant.getSelection().getActionCommand();  
                     prignantstatus = Integer.parseInt(inprest); 
                     r="store5"+ob+prignantstatus+w+X+eb; 
                     res5=checkpatientp(r); 
                     if("cproductive".equals(res5)){ 
                         r="cproductive"+ob+prignantstatus+w+X+eb; 
                        res5=checkpatientp(r); 
                     if("contraceptivestatus".equals(res5)){//check 
contaraceptive usage 
                        String incontst = 
BGcontraceptive.getSelection().getActionCommand();  
                        contraceptivestatus = Integer.parseInt(incontst); 
                        r="store6"+ob+contraceptivestatus+w+X+eb; 
                        res6=checkpatientp(r); 
                        if("checkcontra".equals(res6)){ 
                            r="checkcontra"+ob+contraceptivestatus+w+X+eb; 
                           res6=checkpatientp(r); 
                           cn="\n ->"+res6; 
                        } 
                        else{cn="\n ->"+res6;}pn="";} 
                        else{pn="\n ->"+res5;cn="";} 
                     } 
                     //else{} 
                } 
                else{cn="";pn="";} 
            } 
            //check weight 
            weightbf= Integer.parseInt(tfweightbf.getText().trim()); 
            weightaf= Integer.parseInt(tfweightaf.getText().trim()); 
            if(weightaf<weightbf){ 
                cd4cbf= Integer.parseInt(tfCD4bf.getText().trim()); 
                cd4caf= Integer.parseInt(tfCD4af.getText().trim()); 
                viralloadaf= Integer.parseInt(tfVLaf.getText().trim()); 
                r="store7"+ob+cd4cbf+w+cd4caf+w+viralloadaf+w+X+eb; 
                res7=checkpatientp(r); 
                 r="checkcd4vl"+ob+cd4cbf+w+cd4caf+w+viralloadaf+w+X+eb; 
                 res7=checkpatientp(r); 
                 if("clinical".equals(res7)){ 
                    r="store8"+ob+cd4caf+w+X+eb;//clinical failure 
                    res7=checkpatientp(r); 
                    r="clinical"+ob+cd4caf+w+X+eb; 
                    res7=checkpatientp(r); 
                    cf="\n -> "+res7+ " and";} 
                 else if("immunological".equals(res7)){ 
                    r="store9"+ob+cd4cbf+w+cd4caf+w+X+eb;//imunological failu 
                    res8=checkpatientp(r); 
                    r="immunological"+ob+cd4cbf+w+cd4caf+w+X+eb; 
                    res8=checkpatientp(r); 
                    cf=cf+res8+ " and";} 
                 else{ 
                 r="store10"+ob+viralloadaf+w+X+eb;//virological failur 
                    res9=checkpatientp(r); 
                    r="virological"+ob+viralloadaf+w+X+eb; 
                    res9=checkpatientp(r); 
                    cf=cf+","+res9;} 
                
}poorad=cbpoorad.getSelectedItem().toString().toLowerCase();//poor adherance 
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                    r="store11"+ob+poorad+w+X+eb; 
                    res10=checkpatientp(r); 
                    r="pooradherance"+ob+poorad+w+X+eb; 
                    res10=checkpatientp(r); 
                    pa="\n -> "+res10;} 
            tarecomendation.append("\n Based on the information you provide 
\n========================================\n"+ 
                    ca+"\n ->"+gen+gn+hab+hb+pn+cn+cf+pa); 
            return prologresult;} 
 
private String checkpatientp(String rule){ 
         String t=  rule,result ; 
         String delims = "'"; 
         Query q=new Query(t); 
                if(q.hasSolution()==true){ 
                    result=(q.oneSolution().get("X")).toString(); 
                    String[] tokens = result.split(delims); 
                    for (int i = 0; i < tokens.length; i++){ 
                    result=tokens[i];} 
                    tabbedPane.setSelectedIndex(1); 
                    tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(1, true); 
              tabbedPane.setEnabledAt(2, false); 
                    return result;} 
                else {cbra();return null;}} 
 
private void explanationwhat( String Head){ 
            String str = "",s=""; 
      int j=0; 
      String delims = "'"; 
      String t5= Head+"(X)"; 
      Query q5=new Query(t5); 
      while(q5.hasMoreSolutions()) 
      {   java.util.Hashtable s5=q5.nextSolution(); 
          str=(s5.get("X")).toString(); 
          String[] tokens = str.split(delims); 
          for (int i = 0; i < tokens.length; i++){ 
          s=tokens[i];   } 
          hold[j]=s;  j++;}} 
private void explanationwhy( String Head){ 
     String str = "",s=""; 
     int j=0; 
     String delims = "'"; 
     String t5= Head+"(X)"; 
     Query q5=new Query(t5); 
     while(q5.hasMoreSolutions()) 
     {   java.util.Hashtable s5=q5.nextSolution(); 
         str=(s5.get("X")).toString(); 
         String[] tokens = str.split(delims); 
         for (int i = 0; i < tokens.length; i++){ 
         s=tokens[i];  } 
         hold1[j]=s;  j++;   }  } 
 
private void recomendation(){ 
        r="store"+ob+age+w+cd4caf+w+sex+w+ severity+w+X+eb; 
  if("stored".equals(res)){ 
  r="arvdiagnose"+ob+age+w+cd4caf+w+sex+w+ severity+w+X+eb; 
  tarecomendation.append("-> "+res+"\n"); 
  tabbedPane.setSelectedIndex(1);} } 
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